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Plinko used to
educate about
study abroad
The peg and puck
game was used on
campus to answer

Vigil pays tribute to Castillon
Mother speaks out against domestic violence to honor daughter
By K.lly Day
Senior Reporter

questions | Page 3

Toledo not a
city for love or
single males
The city to the north
was ranked the third
worst city to find a
mate | Page 3

Standing on the front steps of
the Wood County Courthouse.
Kathy Newlove held a sign that
read, "Alicia, My Daughter, Will
Not Die in Vain.'"
About 70 others surrounded
her, carrying images of the late
Alicia Castillon, who police
believe was murdered in her
Bowling Green home three

VA Tech killer
sent NBC News
package

weeks ago by her ex-boyfriend,
Craig Daniels, Ir.
"This is not for what has happened, but for what will not
happen in the future," Newlove
said.
Newlove is determined put
a stop to domestic violence.
Yesterday's vigil was jusl one
step to create awareness for the
cause.
Mary Krueger, director of the
University Women's Center said

100 percent of homicides since
2002 in Wood County have been
domestic violence cases.
Krueger and others who
attended the vigil hope to spark
change in the court system,
which they believe isn't sufficient in protecting women
involved in abusive relationships.
"There's always ways for the

JORDAN FLOWER

FIGHT TO END VIOLENCE: Participants of yesterday! vigil gather to honor lives lost

See VIGIL | Page 6

'HOW "BOUT A REVOLUTION?'

Graduate to
teach English
in Hong Kong

Go Seung-Hui knew
he'd be news, rails
against rich people and
brandishes his weapons
|Page 10

By Alexandria Clark
Senior Reporter

Softball team
wins its games
The BGSU Falcons
extend their win steak
to 10 games beating
Detroit Mercery in
two games, 10-2.5-3
| Page 13

After graduation most students
go out to find jobs or attend
graduate school, but senior
Meaghan Geraghty, will be
teaching University students in
1 longKongthe English language
for a year.
Geraghty has been awarded
the Fulbright fellowship.
The Fulbright
program is for
U.S. students,
teachers, professionals and
scholars to study,
teach, lecture Meaghan
and
conduct Geraghty
research in more Senior, and
than 150 counrecipient of
tries.
"This interna- Fulbright
tional exchange Fellowship.
program
was
established and
named after Senator ). William
Fulbright in 1946 to enable the
government of the United States
to increase mutual understanding between the people of the
United States and the people ol
other countries," according to
the program's Web site.
Geraghty is the second BGSU
student to ever win this fellowship.
"Receiving a Fulbright grant is
a very prestigious achievement,"
said Diane Regan, Fulbright
program advisor and director of
faculty immigration services of
continuing and extended education.
In 2002 Sarah Ford, senior, was
awarded the Fulbright scholarship to go to Russia. She was one
of only five students from the
United States selected to go to
Russia, according to the BGSU
Continuing and Extending
Education Web site.
Geraghty said she applied for
the Fulbright fellowship because
when she went to Mexico during
her junior year, with her Spanish
395 class, she fell in love with the
country.
"I love the international arena
and by touring Mexico made me

Q
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CONCERT: LEFT: OAR. frontman Marc Roberge plays rhythm on his
guitar at the UAO sponsored concert Wednesday night at Anderson Arena.
ABOVE: Saxaphonist Jerry Depizzo gets the crowd going with his solo.
BELOW: Chtis Culos keeps the beat going. The band performed songs
from their past albums including 2005s "Stories of a Stranger." which has hit
singles including "Love and Memories" and "Heard the World"

Sunni
insurgents kill
183 in Iraq
The bombers
penetrated the
Baghdad security
net. causing massive
damage | Page 11

Peace Corps
volunteer killed
Body found buried in
a shallow grave right
next to a hiking trail.
Foul play is suspected
| Pag. 11

Do you think the
death penalty shoul i
be abolished?

■i la^^aV 1

See FULBRIGHT | Page 6
ALEXANDER
EDWARDS, Doctoral
Student Educational
Administration
"Yes. because there
are too many flaws n
the justice system f 3U
can't depend on."
|Pag.4

TODAY
Partly Cloudy
High: 58. Low: 37

TOMORROW
Cloudy

High: 64, Low. 40

BGSU to host annual dance festival
By Ella Fowl.,
Reporter

When people are younger they
dream of that perfect career. These
dreams can range from being an
astronaut to a doctor to a ballerina.
It isn't often that there's a second
chance for that dream, but this
weekend students and community members will get the opportunity to be a dancer once again.
Professors and professional dancers across Ohio will be meeting at
BGSU to get locals involved with
dance.
The OhioDance organization,
a service group that focuses on
dance and movement arts, will

be holding its annual OhioDance
Festival this weekend starting at
1230 p.m. Friday through 2 p.m.
on Sunday.
The reason this year's festival is
being held here is because Tammy
Starr, associate professor within
the School of Human Movement,
Sport and Leisure Studies, advocated to host the festival.
"1 knew that the OhioDance festival traveled to various cities and I
knew that there was a lot of dance
interest in Northwest Ohio," Starr
said. "I thought that it would be
appropriate to bring this event to
this area"
In fact, this is the first time the
OhioDance festival has been held

EVENT LINEUP
Some Classes Offered at the
OhioDance Festival:
■ Musical Theater dance
Styles: Meaning What 'You
Move
■ Intermediate Hip Hop
■ Rhythm Tap
■ Warming up the Body.
Mind and Spirit
■ Folk Dance
■ Choreography Boot
Camp
Source: www.ohiodance.org

See FESTIVAL | Page 2

Students keep quiet to speak
out against discrimination
By Gina Potthoff
Reporter

The campus experienced for
the second time this year eight
hours of silence on National
Day of Silence.
VISION, a group that represents gay. lesbian, bisexual,
transgender, queer, asexual,
intersex. questioning, ally at
BGSU, celebrated the annual
Day of Silence by not speaking
from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. yesterday.
VISION members wore stickers that explained their silence
was meant to echo the silence

caused by the harassment,
prejudice and discrimination of
LGBT people and their allies.
At the end of the stickers it
asks the question, "What are
you going to do to end the
silence?"
About 70 stickers were made
for the average 40 to 50 members that attend weekly group
meetings.
"Personally, I think these
issues are prevalent and it's
important to make voices
heard," said Eric Crumrine,

N VISIT BGNEWS.COM; NEWS, SPORTS, UPDATES, MULTIMEDIA AND FORUMS FOR YOUR EVERYDAY LIFE

See SILENCE | Page 2
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BLOTTER
TUESDAY
12:11A.M.
A resident of Darrow was referred
to student discipline for possession
of drug paraphernalia

9:21 P.M.
Two Anderson residents were
reported to student discipline for
possession of alcohol.

FESTIVAL

11:40 P.M.
Man reported to have been assaulted by two other men at Oough
and Enterprise streets

in Northwest Ohio in its 30-year
tenure, according to Executive
Directorof the organization lane
D'Angelo.
Throughout the three-day
festival students and community members will be able to lake
classes and join in panel discussions about various aspects of
dance.
"OhioDance Festival provides the Student and community members with the chance
to master classes in dance forms
ranging from traditional ballet
and modern to cultural forms
such as Korean and Native
American dance." said Meghan
Gillette, a junior dance major.
"Really, OhioDance provides
Students and the community

From Page 1

1:59 AM.
Complainant reported male and
female subjects throwing balloons
at passing cars and resident rooms
near Conlelin.
2:13 A.M.
A suspicious vehicle was reported
near Perry Stadium and tool sheds
Officers reported the subjects were
just practicing driving
10:05 A.M.
Varsity Square resident reported his
patio door screen and frame were
damaged
1106 A.M.
Man and woman warned for soliciting magazine subscriptions on
Conneaut Avenue
6:30 P.M.
Group of juveniles reported looking
into cars on Varsity Square. They
were gone when police arrived.

WEDNESDAY
12:13 A.M.
Shaun D. Powell. 24. and Kristen M
Powell, 25. both of Bowling Green,
arrested for violating protection
orders against one another at
Wood County Hospital on West
Woosler Street According to
police reports, their son was receiving treatment at the hospital. Both
Shaun and Kristen were taken to
the Wood County Justice Center
without bond
222 A.M.
Melissa F. Ballentme. 25. of
Andover. Ohio, cited 'or operating
a vehicle while under the influence
and no tail lights at Interstate 75
and Wooster Street.

SILENCE
From Paqe 1
senior and outgoing president
of the organization.
He calls the National Day of
Silence a "general visibility creating awareness" nl the Ullii
community's presence in today's
society.
The specific date of the event
changes each year, but it isalways
on a designated Wednesday in
April.
According to Crumrine, it

RANDOM
™TRUE
The iongest word m the English language is
pneumonoultramicroscopicsilicovolcanoconiosis.

BIG EVENTS

with the access to dance."
The OhioDance festival is a
great opportunity for students
who are involved with dance
a chance to network and get
involved in their field.
"As a dancer, I feel that
OhioDance Festival is a great
experience," Gillette said. "It
allows for dancers, of a variety of
ages, to take classes from a variety of instructors who are versed
in multiple forms of dance. It is
a great experience to meet other
dancers and it is an excellent
place for networking."
Not only are classes offered,
but dancers are given an opportunity to audition for various
dance companies across the
state at 10 a.m. on Sunday.
"While some dancers may not
be ready to join a company they
still are able toget the experience
and perhaps see the areas in

which they need improvement,"
Gillette said.
The festival is open to both
the community and BGSU students. Registration is open until
the beginning of the event.
"Classes are filling up fast,"
D'Angelo said. "But the eariier
you register the easier it will be to
get into a particular class."
Classes are open to people
of all ages and dancing ability.
Some classes have an age limit,
but there is something for everybody, Starr said.
Overall, the festival is a great
opportunity to get involved with
dance or to continue one's passion for it.
"lOhioDance Festivall brings
multiple people together
who share the same passion
— dance," Gillette said. "It is a
challenging few days of classes,
performances, and the audition.

Through these types of festivals,
one can begin to realize how
important and active dance is
in a community, be it Bowling
Green or New York City."

is similar to the campus-wide
Silent Solidarity except the
National Day of Silence is a vow
of silence that specifically symbolizes the silence of people
within the lesbian, gay, bisexual
and transgender community.
"Not talking wasn't difficult
but not using the electronic stuff
was hard," said Jessica Pollack, a
junior who participated in this
year's Silent Solidarity.
Pollack chose to participate in
Silent Solidarity because she was
interested in finding out what
it was all about. But she didn't

know about the National Day of
Silence.
Silent Solidarity gets a lot
more campus-wide attention,
which makes raising awareness
about VISION'S involvement
even more significant.
"It's really important for us to
do because we have the ability,"
Crumrine said.
Crumrine said a lot of different groups across the country
aren't allowed to celebrate the
National Day of Silence, especially in high schools.
"Thegoalisadvocacytospread

the word to show the problem in
an obvious way and to feel what
it's like on a day-to-day basis,"
Fjik Sowers, a freshman holding
the activism chair this year, said
ofVlSION's involvement.
He had been involved with
a similar organization in high
school for the past three years
and decided to get involved with
VISION when he learned there
was an open leadership position.
"This is a good way to bring
these issues to attention to cause
a change," Sowers said.

7:SO p.m. Saturday. April
21i At the BGSU Eva Marie
Saint Theater there will be an
OhioDance showcase that
will "feature some of Ohio's
most sophisticated choreography and performance talent
representing the diversity and
excellence of dance in Ohio,
(source: www.ohiodance.org/
2007festbrochureJow_res pdf).
10 a.m. - 2 p.m. Sunday,
April 22: There will be dance
auditions for students and community members at the Eppler
Complex at BGSU.

332 South Main Slreet
Bowling Green Ohio. 43402

419.352 5620
www.newloverenials.com
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Mock Trial Team
Informational Meeting
Thursday, April 19*n at 7:30PM
1104 Offenhauer West

Be a Photo Star!
Be "Sure" to get a "Shot" of you and your friends
to put in the KEY Yearbook.
A photographer will be on hand
to take a picture of you and your friends.

We're looking for students who are:
•
•
•
•

We can offer the opportunity to:

Its all about you.

Pose as natural as you want to.
Come to the KEY Yearbook event
J re
Get your picture "shot" in front of the Student Union.
Meet us in front of the Student Union,
Today and tomorrow,
11:00 am to 5:00 pm.

Don't miss out! Be part of the KEY.

Highly competitive
Dedicated
Self-confident
Interesed in learning to present themselves well

today!

• Be part of a Nationally-Ranked Mock Trial Team
• Compete against Ivy League schools
• Improve your skills in public speaking,
critical thinking, legal reasoning, and acting
• Build your resume
Have questions?
Contact our Coach, Dr. Browne, at nbrown2@bgsu.edu
or contact our Captain, Allison, at smary@bgsu.edu

CAMPUS

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

GET A LIFE

Thursday. April 19.200/3

Toledo not a good
pick for singles

BGSU students get a taste

CALENDAR OF EVENTS
Some events taken from eventstqiuedu

WCC Information Days

of The Price is Right

Call or come to the Wood County
Corps office to learn all about Wood
County Corps at 419-372-9625 or 204

By Eric Read

South Hall

By Kyi. Reynolds

Study Abroad Options

Reporter

Bowling Green offers many
options for those wishing to go
to another country

Where's the love? Not in Toledo.
Bowling Green's neighbor to
the north, Toledo, has been
ranked the third worst city to
find a mate in by Men's Health
Magazine.
The list compiled 1(11 cities
ranking them by the criteria
of the ratio of women to men.
divorce rates, fitness levels,
philanthropy, education rate,
romantic chemistry and what
attractions the city has for
good dates.
'Ibledo was in the bottom three
with Charleston, W.Va and
Buffalo. N.Y.
The five best cities on the
list were San I-'rancisco,
Minneapolis; San lose, Calif.;
Arlington, lexas; and Raleigh.
N.C.
Toledo was the sixth worst for

Reporter

204 South Hall

7 a.m - 8 pm.
Passover Specials @
Kreischer SunDial
Kreischer SunDial

8 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Teacher Job Fair
Three hundred recruiters Irom school
districts across the United States will
interview teacher candidates in the
Perry Field House from 8 am - 5 pm
Visit the Career Center's Web site to
access the list ol participating schools
and interview schedules
Perry Field House

10 a.m. - 4 p.m.
MFA Thesis Exhibition I
Dorothy Uher Bryan. Willatd
Wankelman and Bowen-Thompson
Student Union Galleries

7:30 pm.
Reading Series: BFA
Readings
BFA readings featuring work by
Melissa Cole. Mary Hammon. Ashley
Murello and Tim Westerman. Free and
open to the public.
Prout Chapel

Shouting "Come play plinko," the
Education Abroad peer advisers encouraged students to walk
over to their table, play the game,
answer questions and win prizes
outside of the Union yesterday.
Plinko is a game in which players drop a puck on a board with
pegs and it falls through the pegs
to a category box at the bottom.
Peer advisers used the game for
more than just entertainment, it
was also there to inform.
The plinko game was meant
to help inform those interested
in studying abroad. A student
would put the puck on the board,
let it fall and it then fell into a
question category. The questions
were all about world food, geography, landmarks, pop culture
and the study abroad program,
and if the student missed the first
question, the peer advisers gave
them another chance to win a
prize like an earth stress ball,
candy, a T-shirt or even a can of
shaving cream.
The students running the game
had all studied abroad and were
there to let other students know
more about learning in another
country.
"I think studying abroad is
amazing. It's a once in a lifetime experience," said Katie
McMahon, a junior who studied
in Brighton, r.ngland.
Irtis was a sentiment echoed

UUREN SHINDOLLAR

'MtW-tJf.'.

DROPPING THE PUCK: Freshman
Scott Doseck watches his plinko puck as it
falls into the question that he must answer.

by all of the students running the
plinko board.
Many people fear people in
other countries may not be very
nice but, Nancy Cochran, a senior
who studied abroad in Norwich,
Kngland, puts that fear to rest.
"Everyone was very helpful in England. I had this little
Romanian woman help me get
to my hostel across town, and
she found a construction worker who spoke her language and
had him take me to the door,"
Cochran said.
There are also other advantages
for students who study abroad.
"I became very independent,"
said sai.ill Rostar, a junior who
studied in Newcastle, Australia
last spring. "I had to fend for
myself a lot of the time."
And with that independence,

■ BGSU offers 21 semester
or academic year programs
in 16 countries.
I Twelve short-term one
to 10 week programs are
offered in 11 countries.
■ Spring Break Away programs that include a spring
class and study abroad
component are also
offered during spring break.
■ BGSU participates in
the Ohio International
Consortium with 12 other
Ohio universities, which
allows students to participate in any of those
universities study abroad
programs.
■ Summer Study Abroad
deadlines have passed, but
students can still sign up
for fall, spring or year-long
programs.
■ For more information, visit
the Education Abroad
Web site at education. abroad.bgsu.edu.

MECCA

Kohl Rec. Room

Management Inc.

8 pm
World Percussion Night
Event is Iree and open to the public
Kobxlcer Hall. Moore Musical
Arts Center

See SINGLES'Page 8

Congratulation*/
2007 Tuition Raffle Winners
April 12.2007

FULL SKMKNTKH TUITION:
I

comes more confidence.
"I got confidence knowing I
could get on a plane and go to
another country and that I can
survive anywhere," Cochran said

I V I. < . I M / 1

HALF SEMESTER TUITION:
Krin Catrr
S200

SCHOLARSHIPS)
F.trrrll Bnndt
K>lc Schoil
Stuuna P. d< i

BOOK

See PLINKO | Page 8
Qftte'iGNtCvrtBaNm
i 'inn. Newbeny
KL/U'V l.nrkui

7:30 - 9:50 pm
Woo Roommate Rumble

the level of education with factories outnumbering colleges in
the area 160 to I.
I.siitia Stone, freshman, agrees
that Toledo is lagging behind
other cities when it comes to
education.
"I've lived there for about four
years now and I think a lot of
people there are lacking an
education,'' Stone said.
Ibledo also earned the spot
for the eighth highest divorce
rate and 14th worst in romantic
chemistry.
Some students, such as Steve
Mizer, sophomore, are not worried yet about being single.
"If 1 get to he about 30 and I'm
still not married I'll prohahK
he worried about being alone,'
Mizer said. "Being 19 and going
on 20 I'm not worried now, but
I think it's never too late for

BOAT LOADS OF
CHOICES... CHECKOUT
OUR
APARTMENT LISTING

Grounds for thoughl Gift < erllflcate:
Sergio Bermudn
Grounds for I nought Sweatshirt:
Amanda Apjl/kv

I'-iiit t ■ Frrr Hn-.nl
kakifth Stnlkr
Catherine I t*k
Andrew Kic/ek

PUanelloNT-ptHa:
Sarah Boron
Mjvj'ii- Kar^cs
Jennifer Bcrgnet
Miviiii Chronislcr
Meredith Whitwl
Sarah Malhew.
Ilradlcv Schcr/cr

CDi from Finder's:
Nicholas Derksen
Kelly Hoyt
Cimpui Tan Gift Certificate:
Jame* M*|uie

WWW.MECCABG.COM

Ben Franklln'i Shadow Rax Kit:
Ctenc Him

riMfato'a 14" Pi#/»:
Tonya Ro/elle
Monka Sundcn
Rebecca Kaiona

Ben Franklln'i Pencil Sharpener:
Ellen Wakcley

It.u i,...;u. .Malthcw hsrunan

Cbarin BUkxk

2007
Registration begins for:
March 19
March 21
March 27
April 3
April 10
April 16
April 20

Graduate Students
Non-Degree Graduate Students
Seniors
Juniors
Sophomores
Freshmen

Guest Students

bookstore
AVAILABLE IN JUNE!

Show Your Talent & Your Spirit!
• Design the Official BGSU Athletics T-Shirt for 2007-2008 •

THE

NEWS

Ml\ HooKston
art- sponsoring .1 student
spirit I shin design contest!

Open to all BGSU
students enrolled
111 rough l";ill2(H)7
Semester. < .omplcte

STUDENT

Tee Shirt

I he u-inning design

Ml [ITS page
be sold ;tt the
Universin Bookstore

THE BG NEWS
DESIGN
CONTEST

ID

ENTRY DEADLINE:
Sunday, April 22nd at I 1:59pm EDT

Don't miss out! See your advisor now!
Pre-Major Advising and UPAS
Arts & Sciences
Business Administration
Education & Human Development
Health & Human Services
Musical Arts
Technology
Firelands

101 University Hall

372-8943

205 Administration Building

372-2015

371 Business Administration Building

372-2747

365 Education Building

372-7372

102 Health Center

372-8242

1031 Moore Musical Arts Building

372-2181

102 Technology Building

372-7581

101 West Building

372-0676

Register using My.BGSU.6dll
To find your exact registration day and time, go to the
Office of Registration and Records website at

www.bgsu.edu/offices/registrar

BGSU.

Office of Registration and Records
Phone 419-372-4444

OPINION

"When we read Cho's plays, it was like something out of a nightmare."
- Ian MacFarlane, former classmate of Virgina Tech gunman Cho Seung-Hui, describing
two "twisted, macabre- plays submitted by Cho for a writing class, from Time.com
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PEOPLE ON THE STREET Do you think the death penalty should be abolished?
"No, because if you
kill a lot of people,
that's not cool."

"Yes, because I don't

"Absolutely not If

"I do because it is

think it's right"

you do the crime, you

barbaric and doesn't

have to pay the time."

solve the real social

Have your own take on

problems we have."

today's People On The

%

VISIT US AT
BGNEWS.COM

Street? Or a suggestion for
DREW PONTIUS.

Sophomore. Social Woik

KAREN SMITH.
Doctoral Student
Educational Administration

TOBY ORTIZ.
Sophomore, IPC

RUSSWHITAKER.
Sophomore Early
Childhood Education

CORRECTIONS
The BG News would like to apologize to Michael Gould and Naitik Vyas for the
contusion of their guest columns The column titled 'Shooting wiill resurrect gun
Iontrol debate." printed in yesterdays BG News, was written by Michael Gould, a
sophomore business major Naitik Vyas column is featured on today's opinion page.

Starbucks offers
healthier options
A MICHELLE DOMINICK

As we transition from the cold
days of winter to the much
warmer climate of spring, the
desire to sip on hot cocoa or a
warm vanilla latte may fade
for some. Although summer is
approaching, numerous indil iiluals continue to nourish
their Starbucks fixation. For
many, ordering cold, refreshing iced lattesand frappuccinos are alluring pleasures to
consume.
As a Starbucks consumer,
I must admit to enjoying my
occasional Soy Vanilla Latte.
Although I find them incredibly delicious and harmless to
my milk allergy, I understand
they are not very nutritious.

Aside from their warm, pleasing taste and caffeinated ability to provide alertness during
an early class, I see little nutritional benefit for my delicious
coffee beverage.
This perception I have must
be inaccurate. Every day of
the week, I observe long lines
of drowsy college students
eagerly anticipating the
crowning glory of their day, I
hear students list their favorite
coffee concoction effortlessly,
as if they had rehearsed their
lines for months before a
large production. Orders such
as a Double Chocolate Chip
Creme Frappuccino with whip
cream, extra flavored syrup
and shots of espresso, all within the largest cup escape the
lips of many. I am even more
shocked to witness mothers
who order such drinks and
present it to their children,
MATTMAUK

See STARBUCKS | Page 7
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Gun control must be strengthened
The tragedy at Virginia Tech
was the worst massacre of
human life in Western world
in decades. Sadly, this isn't the
only tragic violence to take
place in modern history. The
City of Philadelphia alone has
had 115 gun-related murders
SO FAR THIS YEAR. Recently, I
came across a story of a Marine
who had served two tours of
duty in Iraq, who on his second week back from street of
Baghdad was gunned down
while standing on his porch.
Furthermore, the stories
don't end there. In Columbus,
there was the case of a highway
shooter, who for no apparent
reason shot at people as they
were driving by. And it wasn't
too long ago when we all heard

NAITIK VYAS I GUEST COLUMNIST

about the ex-Marine, who felt he
would take his target practice
to the streets. This sad excuse
for a human being murdered
several innocent people as they
were out minding their own
business.
1 heard one of the news
reporters yesterday describe
victims at Virginia Tech as
being in the wrong place at
the wrong time. According to
this logic we should all just
stay away from places like
schools, post offices, office
buildings, malls and any other
public place where we might
get in the way of one of these

feedback at bgnewsxom

Death penalty too
flawed to remain
as an option

Incorrect guest column run yesterday

M

a question? Give us your

psychos who goes ballistic
because he wasn't hugged
enough as a child.
There are only two ways
to deal with this: option one:
weed out anyone who might be
a risk to others and put them
in jail; option two: get gun
control regulations that actually work. Since option one is
not really politically correct,
I'm afraid all we have left is
strengthening our gun control
regulations. I know this might
be hard for anyone who is a
devoted member of the NRA,
but guys we are pretty sure
the red coats are no longer a
threat, and you don't need an
M-16 to go deer hunting.
The NRA and all gun apologists are no different than any

"I'm afraid all we have
left is strengthening
our gun control
regulations."
other insurant thug in the third
world who believes guns are the
answer. Please call your congressman, beg them to stand
up against organizations that
support guns, and this gunhappy mindset which, can be
summed up as mental disorder.

NaA Vyasisd20O6BGSUalunmis.
vyas@bgsuedu

by Republican presidents vote
to deny the appeals of death
row inmates 85 percent of the
time, while those appointed by
Democrats voted to support at
least part of the appeals 75 percent of the time.
The newspaper examined the
85 death penalty cases considered between January 2000 and
April 7,2007. The court decides
death penalty appeals from
Ohio, Kentucky and Tennessee.
If one examines the reality
behind this finding blind justice
appears to become just another
facet of our political system.
Based on the results of the
study, one could intelligently
argue that an inmate going
before the court with a liberal
majority has a much greater
chance of avoiding an execution
than going before one with a
conservative majority.
How can one confidently
claim that the death penalty is
fail when our judges are making
decisions based on political ideals and platforms?
Not only that, but people
are not God. Everyone makes
mistakes.
Keeping this in mind, it is
important to realize that many
death row cases brought before
the courts end in people convicted and even killed for a
crime they never committed.
In the summer of 2006,
the Chicago Tribune released
groundbreaking evidence claiming that the state of Texas may
have executed an innocent man
in 2004.
The defendant in the case,
Cameron Willingham, was executed for the supposed murder
of his three children in a deadly
house fire despite his consistent
claims of innocence. However,
after serious investigations and
research completed by four
Tribune reporters were brought
to the surface, it was found that
prosecutors and arson investigators used arson theories that
have since been repudiated by
scientific advances in order to
have Willingham executed.
Sadly enough, there are probably hundreds of cases just

This week, the cirde in front of
the Union was bombarded with
images that made passersby
cringe. Pictures of distorted and
mangled aborted children, as
well as genocide victims, lined
the walkways, giving us all the
opportunity to see images that
are conveniently left out of our
day-to-day lives for a very obvious reason.
Posters clearly defending the
right to life were proudly hung
around the area designated for
the demonstration, reminding
the students walking through of
the reasons behind this protest.
However, what if these controversial posters contained
slaughtered death row inmates
instead of aborted children?
Would the same reaction felt
from seeing murdered children
come from seeing these convicted men and women being
put to death for the crimes they
committed?
Although both of these ethical
issues spark constant and ongoing debates and riots, abortion
always seems to be in the media
and civilian spotlight based
on the sole idea that aborted
children are innocent and have
done nothing to warrant death.
Most death row inmates are
obviously not innocent: they
have committed a crime so heinous that someone has decided
their life must be ended.
But does any one person
really have the power to decide
who gets to live and who gets to
die, especially considering how
flawed and biased our criminal
system is?
According to a recent newspaper study published Sunday
in The Cincinnati Enquirer, "The
fate of death penalty defendants
before a federal appeals court
often depends on the political party of the president who
appointed the judges."
Judges on the 6th U.S. Circuit
Court of Appeals appointed

See FLAWED | Page S

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Media doesn't cover all
crises fairty
As the nation is inundated by
the conventional news networks
with nearly 24 hour coverage
of the Virginia Tech massacre, I
can't help but feel let down and
ashamed of American news
media. American media grabs a
hold of a news story they think
will get them ratings while completely disregarding their true
purpose, to inform. By no means
am 1 making the argument that
the Virginia Tech shootings were
anything other than a national
tragedy, however this all needs to

be viewed in perspective.
According to the United
Nations, on average 94 Iraqi
civilians were "violently killed"
every day in Iraq last year. That's
nearly three times the number at
Virginia Tech, every day! These
are men, women, children and
yes, even college students who
were just as innocent as the victims from VT. The genocide in
Darfur is even worse. According
to a U.N. study, over 70,000 civilians were killed in a six month
period of time.
For those of you who don't
want to do the math, that's
around 389 human beings being
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massacred on a daily basis.
Although the above listed
tragedies have certainly been
covered in the news, they haven't
elicited anywhere near the
attention that the VT shootings
have. Why is this? I would hope
the real problem lies with the
media and not the hearts of the
American people. Are we truly
this nationalistic and uncaring?
That's a question only you can
answer.
—Ryan Walsh, Graduate
Student,
Biological Sciences
rpwalsh@bgsu.edu

Abortion truly worthy of
being caled a holocaust
I am compelled to respond to the
letter "Gruesome display doesn't
do any good." In response to
the bloodiness of abortions, the
author states "If we prohibited
surgeries based on grossness,
many life-saving procedures
would not exist" To which I say
that abortion is not a 'life-saving1 procedure, but a life-ending
procedure. The author then goes
on to decry the fact that abortion
clinics are required, by law, to
provide patients a photo booklet
of fetal development funded by
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the taxpayer no less, 24 hours
prior to the procedure. The author
succinctly concludes, "It doesn't
work." Apparently the author
doesnt believe in providing information to those about to commit
to a life-altering division.
Ignorance is bliss I suppose. If
those photos convince even one
woman to not have an abortion,
then they are entirely worthwhile.
Since 1973, over 40 million
children have been killed through
abortion. Let me say that again,
40,000,000 American children
have been executed since 1973.
Since 1977 there have been 1,059
executions of those convicted

of capital offenses in the U.S. A
mass murderer can expect to
live for decades on the tax payers
dime, benefiting from appeal after
appeal, before justice is finally,
painstakingly, completely free
of cruel and inhuman forms of
execution, carried out. And yet, 40
million children were cruelly eviscerated and vacuumed out of the
womb for being guilty of nothing
more than the crime of'being
unwanted'. Abortion is truly the
American holocaust.
— Brian Meyers, Senior,
Accounting
briankm3@yahoo.o3m

The BG News Submission Policy
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR are
to be fewer than 300 words. These
are usually in response to a current
issue on the University's campus or
the Bowling Green area.
GUEST COLUMNS are longer
pieces between 400 and 500 words.
These are usually also in response
to a cunent issue on the University's
campus or the Bowling Green area
The maximum number of submissions for columns is two per month.

POLICIES: Letters to the Editor
and Guest Columns are printed
as space on the Opinion Page
permits. Additional Letters to the
Editor or Guest Columns may be
published online. Name, year and
phone number should be included
for verification purposes. Personal
attacks, unverified information or
anonymous submissions will not be
printed.

E-MAIL SUBMISSIONS as an
attachment to tfienews(j>bgn*ws.
com with the subject line marked
"Letter to the Editor" or "Guest
Column" Only e-mailed letters
and columns will be considered for printing. All letters are subject to
review for length and clarity before
printing.
Opinion columns do not necessarily
reflect the view of The BG News
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FLAWED
From
like this one which have slipped
through the court system in the
quest for a conviction. I (owevec
there is no way to definitively
tell how many of the over I ,IXX)
people executed since IH7timay
also have Ijeen innocent.
Thankfully, some mistakes
an' caught before it is ttx> late.
According to the Death IV'tialty
Infoniiation Center, since 1973.
123 people in 25 states have been
released bom death row with evidence of their innocence. In Ohio,
live people have heen freed from
death row.
Although I find it unfair to
compare the issues ofabottion
and capital punishment in most
circumstances, both must be
considered in order to really make
a statement about theatrcxities
going on in our country when
defending the right to life.
Everyone has the right to life,
regardless of the crimes they
may or may not have committed. I understand that family and
friends who have had their loved
ones ripped away by people on

Delivery Driver Needed
THE BG NEWS

Fall/Spring Semester
2007 - 2008

^ APPLY NOW!
Are you a morning person?

THE BG NEWS is looking for a mature individual to deliver papers
for 2-3 hours starting at 6:00 am, Monday through Friday.
In return, you receive OUTSTANDING WAGES.
($10 - $15 per hour)
Maturity and Reliability a MUST!
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death row with evidence
of their innocence."
death row have experienced a
loss that cut not be replaced.
I lowever, taking away another
human beings life in order to
revenge that death will do nothing: it will not make your loved
one reappear and it will not ease
the (Klin and hurt one feels after
suffering a loss.
Now. more so than ever before.
is the time to realize how biased
;uid misconstrued our capital
punishment system is. With the
rise of killings and crime taking
place in our country, more and
more people are being placed
on death row even, single year.
And in todays day and age, while
justice is supposed to l>e blind, it
most certainly no longer is.
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"I had to go to an
interview and a

From Page 1

JORDAN FLOWER

'

IN REMEMBRANCE: Participants hold signs showirg what domestic violence is

VIGIL
From

r W)T 04UGHTER
W VAIN

J
JOP.MN FLOWER

;

SPEAKING AGAINST VIOLENCE: Kathy Ncwlove telk the vigil participants thai her
daughter will nol d* for nothing She is pushing for new domestic violence laws in Ohio

system to improve," she said. "I
think Wood County has a lot of
things to work on."
('.aslillon's father, Mike Sears,
said he would like to see a registry system enacted,similar to the
sex offender registry, for repeat
domestic violence offenders.
But Sears said most importantly, women need to he educated about the dangers of
domestic violence.
"Educate your daughters," he
said. "Let them know there are
monsters out there."
Erica Messenger, Castillon's
cousin and assistant director of
the University general studies
writing department, hopes the
murder will make people take
domestic violence more serious-

ly, and realize it's a real danger.
"This can happen to people
you know, people you love, people who you think haw it covered." she said.
When
Castillon's
aunt,
Victoria Wilson, was in a restaurant recently, she said she overheard a girl tell her friend about
an abusive relationship she was
in. When the girl told her friend
it wasn't serious, Wilson said she
had to step into the conversation.
"When we see something
going on with young people and
their relationships we need to
step up, "she said.
Michelle Clossick. executive
director of The Cocoon Shelter,
said it is important to take action
when someone's life could he in
danger.
"We must never say again, T
knew this was going to happen,'
or This is no surprise,"' she said.

Virginia Tech shooting may spark gun control talk
By Calvin Woodward
T he Associated Press

WASHINGTON
Gun con
irol has been treated with a
mix ol silence and discomfort
in the presidential campaign.
a response that max become
Insupportable once the nation
finds its voice in the aftermath of
the Virginia Tech mass murder.
Democrats have been deliberately muted for months on an

issue that, by their own reckoning, contributed to and perhaps
sealed their defeat in the 2000
presidential election. That's
when Al (lore's call for gun registration cost him votes in rural
America and dulled the party's
appetite lor taking on the gun

lobby.
Pop Republicans in the race
are trying to close ranks with
their party's conservative base
on a variety of issues, making
gun control an unusually sensi-

ESTABUMf D IN CHARLESTON, IL

tive one for them, too, thanks to
their liberal views in the past.
Enter
the
massacre
at
Blacksburg, Va., an attack so
horrific it froze the presidential
campaign in place. Candidates
called off events and expressed
only sorrow, not opinion, in the
first hours.
Advocates of any stripe raised
their gun agenda at their peril.
"I think that people who want
to take this within 24 hours of
the event and make it their

IX. so m Blii UM.lt ArJOTT GOUGMET UK
WCB! NOT FKNCM E1THEC. MV SUSS JUST TASTf
A LITTLE BETTED. THAT! ALL! I MltTED TO
'AIL IT JOMMY JOHN'S TASTY SANCWICHCS. BUT
HV MOM TOtB ME TO SVOt WITH SOUBMET
SHE rmmrs WHATEVER I DO IS GOtCMFT. BUT
I DOtfT THONK BTHB Of US KNOWS WHAT IT
MEANS. SO LET'S STIC* WITH TASTY!

yjfi»* J°*Ar>

IN 19*3 TO ADD TO STUDENTS GPA
AND GENERAL DATING ABILITY.

political hobby horse to ride ...
I've got nothing but loathing for
them." Virginia Gov. Tim Kaine
said. "To those who want to try
to make this into some little
crusade. I say lake that elsewhere."
But the bloodiest shooting
rampage in modern U.S. history, with .').'! dead, is certain to
set off a debate thai those who
would be president can hardly
sit out in the days and weeks
ahead.
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8" SUB SANDWICHES
III if my tasty sub sandwiches in a lull 8 inches ol
homemade French bread, desk lejjios and the linest
meats I cheese I can bey! Ud it it natters to you.
ve slice everything fresh eveiyday in this store right
here where you can see it. (No mysteiy meat here!)

#1 PEPE®
leal apslewud s nuked nan and iro.olone cheese
tarnished with lettuce, tiiuto. and mayo

Corporate Headquarters Champaign. II

*7 GOURMET SMOKED HAM CLUB

any Sub minus the veggies and sauce

proiolone cheese, lettuce, tomato. & real maye!

SUM I

#8 BILLY CUIB*

Ham £ cheese

SLIM 3 Tuna salad

ftmm) nayo. lemce. and tomato.

SLIM 4 Turkey breast

#3 TOTALLY TUNA™

SLIM 5 Salami, capicola. cheese
SLIM 6 Oouhle proiolone

aid our tasty sauce, then topped with alfalfa sprouts,

Low Carb Lettuce Wrap

Fresh sliced tirkey breast, topped with lettuce.
tomato, alfalfa sprouts, and mayo. (The original)
Sane ingredients and price of the
sub or club without the bread.

Ibe original Italian sab with (onoa salami, proiolone
capicola. onion, lettuce, tomato. & a real tasty Italian
nnaifiette. (Not poppets by request!

$5

Layers if pro* ilone cheese separated by real

Choice roast beef, smoked ham. provolone cheese.
Dijon mustard, lettuce, tomato. & mayo.

STUDENT
ORGANIZATION

#9 ITALIAN NIGHT CLUB
Real genoa salami. Italian capicola. smoked ham.
and pre*olone cheese all topped with lettuce, tomato.
onion, mayo, and our homemade Italian vinaigrette
I You hav ta order hot peppers, just ask!)

#10 HUNTER'S CLUB1*

DELIVERT ORDERS will include a delivery
charge ol 50c per item i-/ ion.

lettuce, tomato, and mayo. {Truly a gourmet sub not
for vegetarians oily
peace dude!)

JJ.B.L.T."

Re-Register Your Organization Today!

#11 COUNTRY CLUB*

Keep receiving the benefits of
being an organization by going to:
www.bgsu.edu/getinvolved
to get a registration packet.

provolone. and tons ol lettuce, tomato, and mayo!

YOUR CATERING
SOLUTION!!!
Int lUMCHis. Minus, runts'.

**** JIMMVJ0HNS.COM ••• «

(I very traditional, yet always eicoptional classic!)

#12 BEACH CLUB* ®
Fresh baked turkey breast, provolone cheese, avocado
spread, sliced cucumber, sprouts, lettuce, tomato, and
mayo! (It's the real deal, and it ain't even California )

#13 GOURMET VEGGIE CLUB*
Double provolone. real avocado spread, sliced
cucumber, allalla sprouts, lettuce, tomato. & mayo.

lacoa.lattice.tomato. I mayo.
(Ibe only better ILI is mama's III)

(Try it on my /gram whole wheat bread. This veggie
sandwich is world class!)

• SIDE ITEMS *
$I.2!/SI4!

• Ciant chocolate chip or oatmeal raisin coohie. $1.50
• leal potato chips or jumbo kosher dill pickle
* titra load ol meat
* (itra cheese or eitra avocado spread
* Hot Peppers

3 Bedroom Specials
and 4 bedroom Specials for May Move-In

A full 1/4 pound of real applewood smoked ham.

Iresb sliced turkey breast, applewood smoked ham.

avocado spread, alfalfa sprouts, sliced cucumber

• Soda lop

Clubhouse

Now
Offering

I lull \H pound of fresh sliced medium rare
roast beef, provolone, lettuce, tomato. £ maye.

#5 VITO®

«6 VEGETARIAN

Private Shuttle
(Coming Aug 07')

Geraghty I Recipient
Geraghty said site will be
teaching for 20 hours a week
and studying Cantonese.
"I will be a teacher as well
as a student," she said. "I will
be studying Cantonese, which
is Chinese dialect spoken in
the southern part of China,
and the history of the relationship between I long Kong and
China."
In addition, Geraghty has
two goals when she leaves for
Hong Kong on August 2.
"As a teacher my goal is to
have effective communication with the students and
give them a positive sense of
American culture," Geraghty
said. "And my second goal as
a student is that I want to be,
within a year, not fluent, but
familiar with the culture, the
Asian region and seeing things
from a different perspective."
Geraghty said she is anticipating the classroom setting
in Hong Kong, but is not fearful of the experience.
"It doesn't faze me that
I'm going to another country or that I don't know the
language," she said. "But this
experience will be like an
adventure and I think I will
be comfortable because I like
a University setting and class
discussions."
This year there were five
applications submitted for
either the fellowship or scholarship program, according to
Regan.
Regan said it was a surprise
for any of the applicants to
hear back as soon as Geraghty
did
because the
award
announcements usually don't
come out until the last week in
April or the first week in May.
"We might have other students who are awarded grants
also, they just haven't heard
yet," she said.

GIANT CLUB SANDWICHES

PLAIN SUMS11'

Medium rare cniice rust beet, topped wilt

#4 TURKEY TOM®

Private Bathrooms

with questions..."

My club sandwiches have mice the meat and cheese, try it
on my fresh baked thick sliced 7-grain bread or my famous
homemade trench bread!

SLIM 2 loasileel

cucumber, lettuce, and tomato. (My tuna recks!)

High Speed Internet

panel just drilled me

CREATES*

#2 BIG JOHN®

Fresh hiiseniH tuna, mued with celery, onions,

realize I wanted more exposure to foreign countries,"
Geraghty said. "I want to get
some exposure."
Geraghty said she began
the application process last
March.
"The application was due
in October 2006 and 1 had to
write two major essays, the
first part was my proposal and
the second essay was the curriculum vitae, which is like
how you become the person
you are," she said. "Then I
had to go to an interview' and
a panel just drilled me with
questions for more than an
hour."
After the application and
interview
was
complete,
Geraghty had to wait to the
end of January for the next
step.
Her application was then
recommended to continue for
review after being screened by
a national board.
"This board either recommends your application or
not," Geraghty said. "This
determines if you have a
chance to even receive the fellowship."
Geraghty originally wrote
a proposal to teach high
school students in South
Korea for English Teaching
Assistantship.
But after her application
was reviewed by the national board she was awarded
an early fellowship to go to
1 long Kong to teach University
students English language
at Hong Kong Institute of
Education.
"The wonderful thing about
Meaghan's award is that the
I'ulbright Office sought her
out for this brand new opportunity in Hong Kong, so new
thai it wasn't even posted,"
Regan said. "She had originally applied to teach English
in South Korea but the review
committee in New York pulled
her application out and asked
her if she would consider Hong
Kong instead."

THE J.J.
GARGANTUAN™

S1.Z5

This sandwich was invented by
Jimmy John's brother Huey. It's huge
enough to feed the hungriest ol all

SO.BO

humans! Tons of genoa salami, sliced

SO 89

$1.35

FREEBIES Ituai '. CLUBS ONIVI
Onion, lettuce, allalla sprouts, tomato, mayo, sliced
cucumber. Dijon mustard, oil & vinegar, and oregano.

smoked ham. capicola. loast beet,
turkey & proiolone jammed into
one ol OUI nomemaflf. French nuns

#14 BOOTLEGGER CLUB*
In American classic, certainly nit invented by J J but
definitely tweaked and line-tuned to perfection!

#15 CLUB TUNA*
The sarre as our 03 Totally Tuna eicept this one has
a lot more fresh housemade tuna salad, provolone.
sprouts, cucumber, lettuce. & tomato.

#16 CLUB LULU1"

lettuce, tomato. & oui homemade
Italian diessing.

fresh sliced turkey breast, bacon, lettuce, tomato,
& mayo. (JJ's original turkey & bacon club)

See Website for Details!

]

Must be submitted by April 27!
Want to start a new
organization or have questions?
Contact the Office of Campus
Involvement at ocidesk@bgsu.edu
or call (419) 372-2343.

Roast beef, turkey breast, lettuce, tomato, £ mayo.

then smothered with onions, mayo,

[

Win a Great
CampusFest Location!

I WE DELIVER! 7 DAYS A WEEK
BOWLING GREEN

1616 E. WOQSTER

419.352.7200
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STARBUCKS
From Page 4
who quickly slurp their beverage as if ii were a I lappy Meal
milkshake from McDonald's.
It is very evident that our
society, especially college culture, is addicted to Starbucks.
Whether you integrate your
visit to Starbucks into your
daily schedule, buy gift cards
for a friend or meet your professor for their weekly office'
hours, you may and probably
are addicted to Starbucks. I am
not trying to discourage individuals from cutting Starbucks
out of their diet completely, but
encourage you to take time to
see healthier options that the
company provides.
Starbucks has just recently
released a pamphlet entitled,
"Nutrition By The Cup" which
lists healthy options in addilion to nutrition information
on all their products. The
Starbucks at the Union has it
available for consumers on the
side counter above the extra
sugar and milk.
In (he pamphlet, Starbucks
prides itself on offering up to
20,000 different drink combinations that are "customized
to your own individual needs."
The company lists helpful
information such as ways to
customize your favorite drinks
to make them healthier. One
healthy hint includes "holding
the whip", which Starbucks
says can save one anywhere
from 80 to KM) calories and
eight to 12 grains of fat. Other
healthier options include using
reduced-fat and skim milk,
sugar-free syrup, and caloriei ree sweeteners. My personal
favorite alternative is using

soymilk, which is vitamin and
calcium enriched. Soymilk is
also beneficial to those who
may be allergic to milk or lactose intolerant.
"Nutrition By The Cup" also
provides Starbucks consumers with 20 different beverages
that are less than 200 calories.
The top three hot beverages
offered in the smallest size
(Tall) that top the list include:
Brewed Coffee, Brewed Tazo
Tea and Nonfat Tazo Green
Tea lane. The top three cold
beverages offered in the smallest size that are less than 200
calories include: Caramel
Frappuccino Light Blended
Coffee, Coffee Irappuccino
Blended Coffee and Shaken
Tazo Iced Passion Tea
(unsweetened).
The pamphlet is a beneficial way that consumers can
monitor their intake of calories, fat, sugars and calcium.
1 could not believe how many
calories some of the drinks
contain! For instance, a Venti
Gaffe Vanilla Frappuccino has
450 calories, 40 of which are
from fat. That's more calories
than a double cheeseburger
at McDonald's. One of the
beverages with the highest
calories is a Venti Strawberries
& Creme Frappuccino that
has 620 calories, 30 of which
are from fat. That beverage
has more calories than a
McDonald's Big Mac, which
has 540 calories.
All the nutritional information for each beverage listed in
the pamphlet does not include
calories from whipped cream.
Instead, there is a separate category that lists the options: flavored syrup, sweetened whip
cream, flavored sugar-free
syrup, mocha syrup, chocolate
and caramel toppings. Afier

"I am not trying to
discourage individuals
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Price and participation may vary.
c 2007 McDonald's

from cutting Starbucks
out of their diet
completely, but
encourage you to take
time to see healthier
options that the
company provides."
discovering how two pumps
of flavored syrup can add 40
additional calories to your
beverage, you may think twice
nexl lime you are a( Starbucks
and decide to say no to the
extra calorie intake.
One helpful resource
Starbucks also lists in their
pamphlet is www.mypyramid.
gov, which is a helpful site that
gives you personal information
on suggested calorie intake
based on your age. heighl,
weight, and physical activity.
By being aware of this beneficial information, it may also
help you manage your intake
of Starbucks.
I do not wish to discourage
individuals and consumers
from ordering beverages from
Starbucks. Through education
and awareness of nutritional
information and one's suggested personal diet, individuals can make more informed
decisions about what they are
putting into their bodies.
Send comments to Michek Dorrmrt at
mdtmini@bgsuedu

Spring

Broke?

FIND OUT WHAT BGNEWS.COM HAS TO OFFER!
TOP NEWS STORIES

EMAIL EDITION
Too busy to hit the
newsstand' Get The BG
News in your e-mail!

The siie h updated daily
with stones from the paper
and online extras.

WEB POLL
Check out our weekly
opinion poll and make
your voice heard

COME IN AND SIGN A
RESERVATION AGREEMENT
TODAY AND WE WILL GIVE YOU A
$25.00 GIFT CERTIFICATE TO
MYLES PIZZA!!

MECCA
Management inc.

$25.00 MYLES COUPON $25.00 MYLES COUPON
1045 N. Main St. Bowling Green. OH. 43402 419-353-5800 info(a meccabg.com
www .meccabg.com
♦CERTAIN TERMS & RESTRICTIONS APPLY*

HOUSES AVAILABLE FOR RENT
2007-2008
HOUSES AVAILABLE
MAY 12,2007
722 EIGHTH STREET - Two bedroom

723 SIXTH STREET - Three bedrooms.

A-frame houses. S56O.00 per month plus

$560.00 per month plus utilities. Deposit

Utilities. Deposit $560.00. Limit 3 people.

$560.00 Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars. Lease

Limit 3 cars. Lease 5/12/07 yo 5/3/08.

5/12/07 to 5/3/08.

629 ELM STREET

830 - 8301/2 SCOTT

Three bedrooms. $885.00

per month plus utilities. Deposit $885.00.

HAMILTON -Three bedrooms, 2 baths.

Tenants have use of garage. House has

$925.00 per month. Air conditioned.

washer, dryer and air conditioning. Limit

Deposit $925.00. Limit 5 people. Limit 5

3 people. Limit 3 cars. Lease 5/12/07 to

cars. Lease 5/12/07 to 5/3/08.

5/3/08.
146 MANVILLE - Two bedrooms. $700.00

831 SCOTT HAMILTON, UNIT #A - Two

per month plus utilities. Deposit $700.00

bedroom. $810.00 per month. Deposit

Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars. Lease 5/12/07

$810.00. Has a washer and a dryer. Limit 4

to 5/3/08.

people. Limit 4 cars.Lease5/12/07 to 5/3/08.

136 PALMER - Three bedrooms. $725.0

HOUSES AVAILABLE
AUGUST 16,2007

per month plus utilities. Deposit $725.00.
Has a washer and dryer. Garage for storage
only. Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars. Lease
8/16/07 to 8/9/08.

422 CLOUGH STREET - Two bedrooms.

712 SECOND STREET, UNIT #B- Two

$70.00 per month plus utilities. Deposit

bedrooms. $690 per month. Deposit

$470.00. Limit 2 people. Limit 2 cars. Lease

$690.00. Has dishwasher and air

8/16/07 to 8/9/08.

conditioning. Limit 2 people. Limit 2 cars.
Lease 8/16/07 to 8/9/08.

We Still have a Selection of Houses Available for 2007-2008

-.

JOHN

NEWLOVE

319 E Wooilsr Strwt. Bowling Green. OH
(LocaWKJ Across From Taco EMI)
Rsntal OftVw 410-354-2200
Hours Monthly Frt 0:30 3:30 Sat 8:30 S:00
' inhnnonln tfltiUIn lum

WE'VE GOT A PLACE FOR EVERYONE!
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PLINKO
nan rage 3
di

IH-I experience in England
Students can study an)
where in the world, and with
the help di Nicole Anderson,
the Study Abroad adviser, they
can find programs that suit
their interests,

SINGLES
love."
Lindsay West, sophomore, thinks
it will work out in the long MID
.mil isn't looking now to date.
"Il will happen someday WfeSI
laid I don'l reall) have tin- lime
now to look,"
With IK.SII students living in
.i region thai lias been labeled
Miir ol the worst In find a male.
students look in different places
lor the special someone.
I him ll is the ideal plan- tin
I.n kie Hargreaves, sophomore, to
look loi a man.
"I think church is a good place
because at the bars you will just
meetsleaz) people and at church
von will meet quality people with
good integrity," she said.
West prefers il her friends set her

"II you're a physics major
who wants to play basketball
somewhere you can find a program that will lei you do that,"
McMahon said.
Information on studying
abroad can he found in many
places. The best place would be
the Education \broad Office in
Mac I Iniiald North near ( ainpus
(Corners, hut there are also other

places to learn about different
countries.
"I asked my Spanish teacher
about what cities to go to," Bald
Travis Powell, a senior who studied in (Iranada. Spain.
"My teacher told me slang
and swear words, and said if
you get called this it's had, and I
iearned about the lifestyles of the

up with someone
"Through my friends is hesi
because I trust them and they
knowwhal I like," she said. "I also
preler to be friends with some
one, then start dating."
Mizei believes the best place to

Inhn Stehura, junior agrees most
people at the bars are not Interested in pursuing a relationship
while the\ are there
"\l the bars most people are
jusi looking icn sex and you can't
base a relationship solely on sex,"
Stehura said.
Everybody looks for different
Hails in their ideal mate, but
mam students c iiedagoodsen.se
of humor, personality and intelligence as most important
"I le has lo have a sense of humor
or we arenl going to make il."
I largreaves said "... And if I'm
smarter than him then I don't

look is in class. "In class its teal
easy to start up small talk with
someone aboui homework,"
Mizersaid
lavdyn laic, freshman, believes
just going somewhere where she
is comfortable is the place to look.
"Wherever you like to be is a good
place- In look because it they are
there then you at least have that in
common," fine said.
Main students agree thai looking
for a mate at a party en ahai isnol
the best setting.
Musi people at the bars are
just going lo have one thing
on their mind and that's sex,
I largreaves said.

WWW.BGNEWSCOM

people."

think ill respect him."
A nice appearance is necessary but not enough for a mate,
according to Mi/er.
'(iood looks are important but it's
all in the brains," he said. "I don't
care about book smarts but she
has to have street smarts."

JORDAN HOWER I IHEBGNEWS

Improv comedy in the heart of campus
MAKING UP COMEDY FOR CHARITY: The Improvathon is meani to raise money for Broadway Caies and Equity Fights Aids. The
event is put on by Theta Alpha Phi and was ran horn 8 a.m until 6 p.m yesterday in fiont of the Union. The event involved performers
and members of the student body who happened lo stop by.

Any Fresher And You Would
Be Eating It In A Field.
i $1.00 OFF |
|
I

any Garden
Sensations® Salad
Valid only at Wendy's al
.
'ti*\*%tl\ BTSU-BGSU. ISM Wooslcr SI
* -4Difl| and 1094 South Main Si. Bowling
■■■fciji Green Offer e«pife*V1W)7
I

Chicken
BLT Salad

BTSU-BGSU; 1560 E. Wooster; 1094 S. Main
Pick-up window open 'til 1 am

Do what tastes right.

CLASS OF '07 SPRING SPECIAL
BUY YOUR COLLEGE RING AND GET A

FREE iPod shuffle.
Restrictions apply, ask your Jostens representative for details.

iPod* ll ■ r«gMai«d tradarnith o< AppU Computer, Inc. All ngMs reserved. Apple rj not • part*tp*n( or sponsor of tt*s promotion

Date:

April 26

Time: 11:00 am-4:00 pm
piace: Outside the

Bookstore
Hurry! Offer Ends May 11,2007

1.800.854.7464
Certain restrictions apply

I
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M ore co ege is common
BySt«.Kunkl.r
Reporter

ve swiitched

The end of the school year is
quickly approaching and for
some four and five-year students
thai means gradualing from the
University and beginning a career
in their specialized field of study.
Tor others it means entering then:
fifth or even sixth year in college.
Thefour-year student isbecoming less common as the years go
on. Among the most common
reasons for delays is that college
requirements are becoming more
diverse, meaning more classes for
students, according to Bill Knight,
assistant vice president of institutional research at the University.
"Take a larger number of classes," Knight said on how to avoid
being a statistic.
Students from the University
who are fifth-year seniors talked about the reasons thai they
have spent the extra time at the
University.
Tara (ones, senior, who is studying I luman Development and is
in her fifth year at the University
shared her path through college.
"I've switched my major
so many times. I started off in
early childhood education then I
went to business and now I'm in
human family development studies," she said.
Other students at the University
have traveled down a similar
path.
Emily Kopchial, a fifth year
senior in Apparel Merchandising

majors
and partied too
hard."
Brian Hoye | Senior

and ftoduct Development shared
her college experiences.
"When I transferred bom osu
they IBCiSU] only took 18.37 out
of 48 credit hours," Kopchial said.
For other students such as
Brian I love, senior, it was a combination of factors leading to a
delayed graduation.
"I switched majors and partied
loo hard," Hoye said.
Graduation rates for students
who earn their degree in either
four, five or six years are made
available for the public on the
University's Web site.
The numbers for the last five
graduating classes are broken up
into five categories including: All,
mule, female, students of color
and white/Caucasian.
These numbers go back to
freshman who entered college
back in 1998 and go through last
year's graduating class.
Detailed information on the
graduation rates at four-year
universities, is also available on
http://www.collegeresults.org.
The results for Ohio showed
B(iSl) ranked fourth in the overall graduation rate behind Miami
University, Xavier University and

New program prevents
le sharing

The Ohio State University.
BGSU graduates roughly sixty
percent of their snidents within a
six-year time frame, according to
ihevtfeb site.This falls right in the
middle when compared to other
universities in Ohio.
The University also places
in the top three for graduating
students within six years of an
incoming freshman class, according to http:/'www.collegeresults.
org.
Professors have seen the trend
being a little different at the
University than compared to the
national trend.
• Melissa Spirek, an associate
professor in journalism and communication studies, said she sees,
"... journalism students get done
on time."
She credited students who do
not get done on time to people
who have switched majors or
transferred not having all of their
credits lined up with their new
major.
Miami University of Ohio places the best in the stale, graduating
80.1 percent of incoming freshman, followed by Ohio I Iniversity
at 70.9 and BGSU following with
a 59.8 percent graduation rate
among freshmen.
When compared to schools in
Indiana. BGSU is behind Indiana,
Valparasio, Butler and Purdue
Universities for students graduating in a six-year time frame. Down
South, at close to 60 percent,
BGSU also has the same graduation rate as Kentucky University.

RANDOM
**TRUE
On average. !00 people

By Mark K.Matthews
MCT

"It's like having

WASHINGTON — The music
industry's next weapon against
online piracy is being tested at the
University- of Central liorida — a
new front in the battle to stop college students bom stealing music
and movies.
School officials have confirmed
that the campus is experimenting
with a new watchdog program
designed to prevent students
from using computers to swap
copyright-protected files.
l)eveloped at the University of
Honda, die "Integrity" program
tracks data transfers between
computers, searching for code
patterns that indicate users are
illegally transferring material.
Once located, the program
automatically tells students
they've been caught. IX'pending
on the school, this am lead to a
range of punishments, such as a
temporary ban from the system.
"It's like having a police car at
every intersection." said Gregory
Marchwinski, chief executive tiflicer of Red lambda, which developed the program and is now
based in Ixmgwood, Ha
liven so Marchwinski said the
Integrity program is not a silver
bullet that can stop an underground practice that has gotten
more pervasive since students
first traded files on Napster in the
early 2000s.
"Illegal downloading is not
going away," Marchwinski said.
Despite technological advances
with programs such as Integrity,
online pirates always seem to stay
one step ahead in die online catand-mouse game.
The result is about 1 billion
illegally downloaded songs a
month, said liric Ciarland, CEO
of BigChampagne, a Californiabased research firm that tracks
online transfers of music.

a police car

choke to death

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

Campuses across the nation
considering new security
ByAUnSctwZ^Mr
The Associated Press

GOLUMB1A,
Mo.
(AP)
— Cell phone text messages. Loudspeakers on towers
Cameras that detect suspicious
activity
Colleges and universities are
considering these and other
measures in the aftermath of the
Virginia Tech massacre, seeking
to improve how they get the word
out about emergencies to thousands of students across sprawl
ing campuses.
The University of Washington
in Seattle is weighing whether
to use warning sirens. Clemson
University in South Carolina
recently installed a similar system
for weather- related emergencies
and now may expand its use,
"You're going to see a nationwide re-evaluation of how to
respond to incidents like this,"
said left Newton, police chiet at
the University ol Toledo.
Chuck Green, director of public safety at the University of
Iowa, said school officials were
discussing a new outdoor warning system just a day before the
Blacksburg shootings. The tech-

M»RV»ITAFFER

nology would allow for live voice
announcements as well as prerecorded messages.
Virginia Tech officials did not
send an e-mail warning about
a gunman on campus until
two hours after the first stayings, drawing criticism that they
waited too long and relied on email accounts that students often
ignore.

Matchwinski

The pace more than doubles the
illegal transfers of five years ago
and about equals the legal number of 99-cent songs that industry
giant mines should expect to sell
this year, Garland said.
it's higher dian ever among
young people," Garland said. Not
necessarily because more users
arc swiping songs, but because
better technology allows fewer
people to download more music.
The practice is global too —
anywhere with a fast Internet connection, he said. At any moment,
there are about 10 million people
globally logged on to a file-sharing network such as UmeWire or
BitTorrent.
for the record companies, the
loss of these customers can be
especially damaging because
young buyers used to spend the
most money on albums as they
searched for a favorite genre of
music, he said.
The result of the online piracyhas been a steady drop in compact-disc sales, industry representatives said.
from 2000 to 2005 — the latest figures available — CD sales
of compact discs fell from $13.2
billion to S10.5 billion, according to the Recording Industry
Association of America.
"We are talking about billions
of dollars in lost sales, thousands
of lost jobs, countless lost career
opportunities and major barrier to
the growth of a legitimate online
marketplace," said RIAA President
Gary Sherman, testifying before
Congress in March.

Preferred
Properties Co.

"Would a blast e-mail have
the most effective tool in
notifying people ol Mondays
events?" asked lohn llolden, a
spokesman foi I lePaul University
in Chicago. "Some of the coverage I'm seeing suggests that oldfashioned emergency alarms
or broadcast announcements
IHVII

would probably have been mote
effective."

Sign Up Before April 31s' to Save $100 on
Your 1st Month's Rent
Houses for Rent
II^Tioup
225 Lehman
247 Summit
702 Sixth
702'-Sixth
704'/: Sixth

Mid Am Manor
641 Third St.
702 Third St,
839 Fourth St,

Am
agement

ball-point pens

CharlestownApts.
710 Scott Hamilton
730 Scott Hamilton

at every
intersection."

AP PHOTO

MAKING A CASE: Superintendent of Virginia State Poke Col W Steven Flaherty,
center, speaks to reporters during a news conference at the Virginia Tech campus yesterday in Blacksburg. Virginia

The 3 most valuable
brand names on earth:

Call to make an appointment today!
Mid Am Management
641 Third #4 BG
352-4380

Marlboro
Coca-Cola.
: Budweiser
in that order.

Before You
Sign A Lease
Did yon ever consider that when you sign a lease yon may be responsible for your roommates?
If they do not pay you have to! If they cause damage you could be held responsible. If your
roommate docs not pay their rent you could be evicted!
Not at l he Enclave Apartments. We oiler individual leasing by die bedspacc. You are only
responsible for your rental installment. If your roommate decides to skip we take the loss not you!
DON'T HAVE ROOMMATES? No problem. We oiler a roommate matching program!
Call today to ltndoui more! Enjo;
yk atmosphere and amenities without the resort
style price tag!

ffi, m<* name isnndu / hav-e fivtdat The
Cnc/aiM.£or three uears, and/ Sore ofavinQ
on their sandtroeteuSawcourt/
\
i

www.prelerredpropertiesco.com

ffi, m» name isSea*, /haoe ciinJat 7lie
Cnciaoe ftor two pears, and/fan. wor£/'nfi
oat I'K their fatness center/

MAKE YOUR HOME AT:
•
•
•
•
-

Haven House Manor
• Mini Mall Apts.i*»mcwii
Fox Run Apts.
• Triplex
Piedmont "Newly Renovated"
• Houses
Updated Birchwood
small pets allowed
see our website or
call for more details

OUT
VTUBUU
MTSf

SPACIOUS
BEDROOMS

ffecu, mp name is Maria, I'haw. /iv*d
at Tie Cncfao-e^or two pears, and/
cove tountfini' oat at their poof, and
i that /can stiff pet a tan on cfoudu
w daps in their krec tanninf Sooth/

CNuimwo
NUmiSM

THE ENCLAVE I &II

■KMIMMrM

OFFICE HOURS
Mon-Frt: 8-12 i1 4:30 S»t; 10-2
530 S Maple St. 419-352-9378

Office Hours: Mon-Fri 8:30-7
Sat 10-4, Son 12-4

K'01

•
(-K

877-819-6802
www collegeparkweb.corn
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Shooter knew he'd be news, sent

Court decides limiting abortion

NBC package before shooting

choices doesn't limit women's rights
By Mark Sherman

By Matt Apuzzo
The Associate *

BLACKSBURG, Va.
Between
his first and second buists of gunfire, the Vbginia Tech gunman
mailed a package to NBC News
containing what authorities siiil
were imam-. "I him brandish
Ins weapons and a video of him
delivering a diatribe about getting even with rich people
This may IH- a way new, critical componenl of this investigation. We're in the process right
now ol attempting to analyze
and evaluate its north." said (JoL
Steve Flaherty, superintendent ol
Virginia State Mice. He gave no
details tin the material.
NIK! said thai a lime stamp on
the package indicated the mate
rial was mailed in the two-hour
window between the lirst hurst
of gunfire in a high-rise dormitory and the second fusillade,
al a classroom huilding. Thirty-

three people died in the rampage,
including the gunman, 23-year-

old student ( .ho Seting I lui. who

The Associated Press

committed suicide.
I he linkage included digital
images of him holding weapons and a manifesto that "rants
againsirii h people and wanisthut

he wants to get even," according
to a taw enforcement official who
spoke to The Associated Press on
condition of anonymity because
he was not authorized to speak
about the case
MSNBt said the package
included a CD-ROM on which
Choread his manifesto,
"NBC Nightly News" planned
to show some of the material last
night MSNBC reported
\H( said it promptly turned
the package over to authorities
yesterday
If the package was indeed
mailed between the first attack
and the second, that would
help explain where Clio was
and what he did during that

two-hour window.
Earlier in the day yesterday
authorities disclosed that more

KEVIN MOWEY
JOINING TOGETHER: Vr.grma
Commonwealth students Erica Knicery.
left, consoles hei friend. Sara Strkkler. at a
gathering of VCU students and faculty in
Richmond. Va. to remember the victims.

than a year before the massacre,
( ho was accused of stalking two
women and was taken to a psychiatric hospital on a magistrate's
orders because of fears lie might
be suicidal. He was later released
with orders to undergo outpatient treatment.

WASHINGTON — The Supreme
Court's conservative majority
upheld a nationwide ban yesterday on a controversial abortion
procedure in a decision that sets
thestageforadditional restrictions
on a woman's right to choose.
For the first time since the
court established a woman's
right to an abortion in 1973, the
justices said the Constitution
permits a nationwide prohibition on a specific abortion method. The court's liberal justices,
in dissent, said the ruling chips
away at abortion rights.
The 5-4 decision written by
luslice Anthony Kennedy said the
Partial Birth Abortion Ban Act that
Congress passed and President
Hush signed into law in 2(X).'i does
not violate a woman's constitutional right to an abortion.
Siding with Kennedy were
Bush's rvvo appointees, Chief
lustice John Roberts and Justice
Samuel Alito. along with lustices

Antonin Scalia and Clarence
Thomas.
The law is constitutional despite
not containing an exception
that would allow the procedure
if needed to preserve a woman's
health, Kennedy said. "The law
need not give abortion doctors
unfettered choice in the course of
their medical practice," he wrote
in die majority opinion.
Doctors who violate the law
face up to two years in federal
prison. The law has never taken
effect, pending the outcome of
the legal fight.
Kennedy's opinion was a longawaited resoundingwin that abortion opponents expected from the
more conservative bench.
In dissent, lustice Ruth Bader
Ginsburg said the ruling "cannot
he understood as anything other
than an effort to chip away at a
right declared again and again by
tills court.''
Dr. I «Roy Carhart the Bellevue,
Neb., doctor who challenged the
federal ban, said, "I am afraid the
Supreme Court has just opened

"I am pleased that
the Supreme Court
has upheld a law
that prohibits the
abhorrent procedure
of partial birth
abortion."
George Bush | President
the door to an all-out assault on"
the 1973 ruling in Roe. Wade.
The administration defended the law as drawing a bright
line between abortion and
infanticide.
Reacting to the ruling, Bush
said that it affirms the progress
his administration has made to
defend the "sanctity of life."
"1 am pleased that the Supreme
Court has upheld a law that prohibits the abhorrent procedure of
partial birth abortion," he said.

ROCKY

Rescuers search for buried miners

BALBOA

trapped after mine wall collapsed

FREE MOVIE

By David Dishneau

B £

The Associated Press

Friday- April 20th
Sunday- April 22th

206 Bowen -Thompson
Student Union Theatre I

9:30PM

Special early showing
every Friday @ 6:30 PM

www.bgsu.edu/studentlife/organization/uao/movies.html

BARTON, Md. — Crews moved
thousands of tons of rock yesterday in a bid to find two men
trapped under at least 40 feet of
rubble at a surface coal mine.
Part of one high wall of the
opcnpitminecol lapsed'! uvsday,
burying the men as they operated machinery, said Bob Cornett,
acting district manager for the
federal Mine Safety and I lealth
Administration.
The wall at the Tri-Star lob
No. 3 mine near Barton was
100 to 125 feet high. Its collapse
created a layer of rocks that
ranged from 40 feet to 80 feet
deep, but rescuers believe the
collapse pushed the men and
their equipment toward the
shallower end.
"There are some very large

WESLEY HAINES I AP PHOTO
DO NOT PASS: Vehicles transporting federal investigators pass a road block reading to the
Tri- Star Mining Inc location Tuesday, in Barton. Md.

rocks on that side that you can
see gaps, spaces, vacuums or
holes that potentially, if the
machinery was pushed that
way. there could be air pockets,"
Cornett said.
Workers used a large power

shovel to load trucks with rock
at a rate of about 2,500 tons
an hour yesterday, but work
was slowed by the instability
of the debris and a boulder
the size of two pickup trucks,
Cornett said.

Fight over war-funding bill
continues in Congress
By Ban Fallar

The BG1 Card becomes the
1 card to carry at BGSU
An important change is coming to the way in
which we pay for the things we buy on campus.
BiG Charge and bursaring of campus purchases and
donations will end on May 4, the last day of spring
semester. But you can still easily purchase items and
campus services using your BG1 Card, which is also your
BGSU photo ID. Many of you already use this option;
now the card becomes even more important as the
"1" card to carry for your campus needs.
PAY AS YOU GO
With the BG1 Card's "stored-value" feature, you can
deposit money on the card to be used for purchases
on campus and at participating off-campus locations.
Then, the purchase amount is simply deducted from
that account. Be sure to carry your card with you—you
will need to present it when making purchases using
your stored-value account.
Purchasing with the BG1 Card is fast, convenient and
secure. The card is easy to use and will be accepted
at most places on campus where purchases are made,
from the bookstore to dining centers, Wendy's™
and Starbucks'", the Student Recreation Center
and department and college locations. Cash, debit
cards, credit cards and checks will still be accepted
everywhere they previously have been. Additional
BG1 Card features are planned for the coming year.

You can easily put money on your stored-value BG1
Card account at various locations around campus:
• In the Bowen-Thompson Student Union, at the
Card Services Center in the University Bookstore or at
the Account Management Center machine (similar to
an ATM) next to the Information Desk
• In the Student Recreation Center, at the Account
Management Center machine;
• Over the phone, at 419-372-4127
• By fax, at 419-372-4364
• By mail addressed to the BG1 Card Services
Center, BGSU
The Account Management Center machines accept
cash or credit cards to put money on stored-value BG1
Card accounts, and also can be used to check BG1 Card
balances. The Card Services Center in the Union accepts
cash, personal checks, credit cards and debit cards for
adding funds to BG1 Card accounts. Money put on the
card is instantly available for purchases on campus and
at participating off-campus locations.
You can also check your balance online at the BG1
Card site, and eventually you will be able to view
transactions online as well.
Note; Fees for such things as library fines, broken lab
equipment and traffic tickets will not be deducted
from BG1 accounts. Those charges will be applied to
students' bursar accounts.

PLAN FOR YOUR MONEY NEEDS
The new system will require you to prepare a bit more
in advance. You should make sure you have enough
money on your 8G1 Card to cover all purchases you
expect to make with the card.

GOT QUESTIONS?

Families can add money to their students' BG1
stored-value accounts using any of the methods above.
Money deposited on the BG1 Card will roll over until
a student's last semester at BGSU.

GET ANSWERS.

For more information, go to the BGICard Web site at http://BG1Card.bgsu.edu, call 419-372-4127 or visit the
BG1 Card Services Center in the Bowen-Thompson Student Union.

BGSU

The Associated Press

WASHINGTON — President
Bush and Democratic leaders
of Congress failed yesterday to
reconcile key differences over a
disputed war-funding bill. Both
sides held their ground, with
Bush ready to veto any measure
that calls for U.S. troops to withdraw from Iraq.
The president met with a
bipartisan group of lawmakers
in the Cabinet Room for about
an hour. Democrats said afterward they would send the president legislation soon and held
hopes (hat Bush would sign it.
But the White House said that
would not happen.
"It appears that they are determined to send a bill to the president that he won't accept," said
White House spokeswoman
Dana I'erino. "They fundamentally disagree."
Senate Majority Leader Harry
Reid. D-Nev., tried to pressure
Bush to sign the legislation.
"We believe he must search his

"It appears that they
are determined to
send a bill to the
president that he
won't accept."
Dana Perino | Spokeswoman

soul, his conscience and find
out what is the right thing for
the American people," Reid
said, standing outside the White
House. "I believe signing this bill
will do that."
"It gives the troops more than
he's asked for and leaves the
troops there for considerable
periods of time with some goals
and benchmarks that have been
called for by the American people, the Iraq Study Group and
many, many military," Reid said.
Republicans
followed
Democrats to the microphones
to say there was no hope Bush
would sign a bill resembling the
Democrats' legislation.

GRADUATE
STUDENT HOUSING
Historic Millikin
• Central downtown location
• Unfurnished
•On-site laundry
• Air conditioned
• Remodeled units
• 2 story loft style
apartments available
• Efficiences start at
S345/mo + electric
• One Bedrooms start at
S400/mo + electric

Summit Street
• Furnished
•Air Conditioned
• On-site laundry
• 2 blocks from campus
• Efficiences
$315/ mo + electric
• One Bedroom Apts.
S4O0/mo + electric

Explore Inspire Achieve
445 E.Wooster- Bowling Green.OH 4340? • 352 071 /
WWW
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Zoo urges people to
stop staring at chimps
ANTWERPBelgium(AP)-Weall
know not to feed the animals when visiting the zoo Now the Antwerp Zoo has
urged visitors to. please, stop stating at
the chimpanzees

COURTTVNEWSCOM

New rules have been posted outside
the chimp enclosure at the city zoo urging
visitors not to form a bond with a particular male chimp named Cheetah' He was
raised by humans but is now bonding with
the seven othei apes at the park a zoo
official said yesterday

l~ ri« I

ON THE LOOK-OUT: Authorities ate searching for Campbell who was last seen
April 8 in Banaue. Philippines, where she planned to take a short hike.

'We ask. we inform our daily visitors
and other visitors that one of the monkeys
is particularly open for human contact."
zoo spokeswoman Use Segers told AP
Television News. "He was raised by
humans in a family and therefore we are
trying to integrate him. to try to get more
social integration with the group.

Marine's missing
MAHH0UDAL8ADRI
SEARCHING: Locals push (arts through the once posh and now dilapidated central district of Karrada. tn Baghdad. Iraq, on March 51. In
Baghdad since the US led invasion in 2005. gone missing are the simple things that feed body and soul drinkable water that (lows from a tap.
electricity that stays on. movie theaters that open. boobeBers with new boob

daughter found dead
But yesterday, soldiers found
Campbell's body buried in
a shallow grave in a dry river
bed in the area of the northern
Philippines where she was hiking by herself. IV>lice said they
believed foul pla\ was involved
Campbell's family has said

By Oliver T*v*s
The Associated Press

Four bomb attacks kill civilians
BAGHDAD (AP) — Suspected
Sunni insurgents penetrated
the Baghdad security net yesterday, hitting Shiite targets with
four bomb attacks that killed
183 people — the bloodiest day
since the U.S. troop increase
began nine weeks ago.
The most devastating blast
struck the Sadriyah market as
workers were leavi ng for t he day,
charring a lineup of minibuses
that came to pick them up. At
least 127 people were killed and
148 wounded, including men
who were rebuilding the market after a Teb. 3 bombing left
137 dead.

Yesterday's car bombing
appearedmeticulouslyplanned.
It took place at a pedestrian
entrance where tall concrete
barriers had been erected after
the earlier attack. It was the
only way out of the compound,
and the construction workers
were widely known to leave at
about 4 p.m. — the time of the
bombing.
One builder, 28-year-old Salih
Mustafa, said he was waiting for
a bus home when the bomb
exploded.
"I rushed with others to give
a hand and help the victims,"
he said. "I saw three bodies in a

Gates: 'Diplomacy appears
to be working'

wooden cart, and civilian cars
were helping to take away the
victims. It was really a horrible
scene."
U.S. military spokesman Maj.
Gen, William Caldwell fold The
Associated Press that al-Qaida
in Iraq was suspected in the
bombing. "Initial indications
based on intelligence sources
show that it was linked to alQaida," Caldwell said in a latenight telephone interview.
Echoing those remarks, U.S.
Defense Secretary Robert Gates
called the bombings "horrifying" and accused al-Qaida of
being behind them.

The Associated Press

TEL AVIV, Israel — Defense
Secretary Robert Gates said yesterday that diplomatic efforts to
resolve the standoff with Iran
over its nuclear program are
workingand should get a chance
to succeed.
Both the U.S. and Israel accuse
Iran of trying to develop nuclear
weapons, which Tehran denies.
Gates said many nations are
"united in telling Iran what it
needs to do with respect to its
nuclear program."
The United States and Its allies
have led efforts to pass two U.N.
Security Council resolutions
punishing Iran for refusing to
suspend uranium enrichment.
That process can be used to
develop nuclear weapons.
"We agreed it was important
to deal with the Iranian nuclear
problem through diplomacy,
which appears to be working,"
Gates said at a news conference

with Defense Minister Amir
Peretz.
"These things don't work
overnight, but it seems to me
clearly the preferable course to
keep our focus on the diplomatic initiatives, and particularly
because of the united front of
the international community at
this point," Gates said.
His words appeared aimed at
diffusing suggestions in Israel
and the U.S. that the Pentagon is
moving toward a strike against
Iran.
At the same time. Gates confirmed the U.S. commitment to
Israel, noting that he is the first
Pentagon chief to visit country
in eight years.
"I think the fact that I have
come here in the end of my
fourth month as secretary illustrates the importance that 1
attach to our relationship with
Israel," he said.
Discussing Iraq, Gates decried
t he at tacks yesterday i n Baghdad
that killed more than 170 people.

Islamic militants killed
after police attack
KANO. Nigeria (AP) - Nigerian
soldiers killed at least 25 suspected
Islamic militants yesterday while battling
extremists who attacked a police station a
day earlier in this northern city a military
spokesman said.

the daughter of a former U.S.
Marine captain was an "alert
and careful traveler" who would
not easily be duped by people
With "malevolent intent."
"She knows how to look out
for herself. Julia Campbell is
not an easy target," the family said in a profile they put
together during the 10-day
search for her.
In Washington,
State
Department spokesman Sean
McCormack said the U.S. did
not have any information on
what happened to her.

The fighting came as a government
spokesman rejected opposition demands
to delay a weekend presidential election
meant to usher in the first civilian-to-ovillan transfer of power in the 47-year history
of Nigeria, which is Africa's most populous
country and a major oil exporter
Following the attack on the police station Tuesday killed a dozen officers and
a policeman's wile, hundreds of soldiers
and police surrounded the neighborhood
Wednesday and drove the militants out.
military officials said

WINTHROP & SUMMIT TERRACE
NO

COMPARISON

\ Winthrop & Summit Terrace 1
2 Bed/1 Bath

Apailment Size
By Lolita C. Bildor

MANIIA Philippines — The
last entry in Peace Corps volunteer Julia Campbells Internet
Mog said she was "buhay pa,"
a lilipino phrase for "still alive."
The Jan. 13 posting, which
detailed her experiences surviving a typhoon, explained that
she had adopted the phrase
soon after arriving in the country two years ago, calling it the
most familiar tvs|x>nse when
I ilipinos are asked how they
an doing
Family and friends were
hoping for a similar message
from her after she disappeared
April 8 while on a trip to see
die famed mountainside rice
terraces of Banaue. in a remote
part of Ifugao province.

4 bed/2 bath

PROPERTYB

PROPERTY C

4 bed/4 bath

3 bed/1.5bath

If of Roomates

®

4

4

3

Rent

$570 ($285 each)

$1196($299 each)

$1292 ($323 each)

$900($300 each)

Gas

$0

$44

all electric

$114

Electric

$20

$72

$140

$97

Water

$0

$0

$120

Included w/Electric

Trash

$0

$0

$0

$0

Basic Cable

$44

$44

so

$44

Internet

$0

$0

$0

$48

Parking

No Monthly Charge

No Monthly Charge

$15 per month each

No Monthly Charge

Pool

Yes (2 Pools)

Yes

No

NG

Private Shuttle

Yes

Yes

No

No

Total Costs Per Month

$634 ($317 each)

$1352 ($339 each)

$1642 ($403 each)

$1203 ($401 each)

Security Deposit

S200 ($100 each!

$600 ($150 each)

$1292 ($323 each)

$500 ($167 each)

*Note: All utilities are based on a market survey and are on a 12 month averafje. Due to weather bills may be higher in some months

Fewer Roommates, More Privacy, Better Price!
Winthrop & Summit Terrace Apts • Office: 400 E. Napoleon Rd • 419.352 9135
www.sArinthropterrace.com • email us: winthrop@gerdenich.com

BOWENTHOMPSON

STUDENT UNION

Katie Allison (Marketing)
Alyson Amett (Office Assistant)
Sarah Barnes (Programs)
Kellie Beaney (Custodial Services)
Jessica Bowles (Programs)
Maggie Corder (Information Center)
Dan Glaser (Custodial Services)
Brittany Gilliam (Custodial Services)
Amy Hagan (Marketing)
Joanna Hammer (Audio Visual Services)
Stephen Harlan (Audio Visual Services)
Jennifer Hubef (Programs)
Ty Hulbert (Building Manager & Building Services)
Jacky Ish (Information Center)
Alicia Joynson (Building Manager & Information Center)
Heather Kovacs (Programs)
Dustin McCullough (Information Center)
Megan McMillen (Custodial Services)
Drew Miller (Information Center)
Prashansa Mudvari (Audio Visual Services)
Christine Otianga (Custodial Services)
K.in kriiili.il i (Building Manager & Office Assistant)
Chandana Senadhecra (Custodial Services)
Jacqui Shelby (Office Assistant)
Lesley Stanford (Custodial Services)
Hilary Vogel (Information Center)
Alicia Weitzel (Photo ID)

.0 Visa Gift Card
TiiKmiTiiMin

pOOl 3il(j nvt IUU

washer and dryer in every unit
individual leasing by the bedroom
- microwave, dishwasher & disposal
" furnished apartments available
free ethernet in each bedroom

for Renewals & New Leases
in Enclave I

state-of-the-art computer center
fitness room and billiards room
basketball and sand volleyball court
24 hour emergency maintenance
on site management
,

I he lm\m
illegeparkiyeb.

stop by. take a tour, sign a lease.
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Lawsuits challenge
state smoking ban
COLUMBUS, Ohio (Al'i —The
Amei mm (lancet Society of Ohio
tiled a lawsuh Wednesday challenging a pi>riion iii the states
workplace smoking ban that
exempts
certain mllltar) veterans1 halls ami other private
dubs.
Die exemption announced
in Match bytheOhlo Department
nt Health
waters clown the
lau anil leaves private club
employees exposed to second
hand smoke, said cancer society
spokeswoman Wench simpkins.
Hie lawsuit was tiled in
Franklin County i lommon Pleas
court in Columbus.
Il comes less than a week after
the Ohio Licensed Beverage
Association, a trade group that
represents bar owners and other
Ikjuoi permit holders, tiled its
own lawsuit in the same court
seeking to throw out the exemption hut lor different reasons
owners of traditional liars and
taverns say it gives private clubs
an unfair competitive advantage.
The smoking ban. approved
by Tilt percent ol Miters lasl
November, took effect Dei. 7;
however, tines ol up to S2,.ri00
won't siart until the lirst week of
May and compliance has been
spotty in some parts of the slate.
I he law prohibits smoking in
most public places, Including
restaurants, bars and offices.
Inceptions include tobacco
.hops, designated hotel rooms

STATE
BRIEFS

Ohio stops terrorist investments
By JulirCarr Smyth
The Associated Press

COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) —
Ohio's treasurer is instituting
one of the first policies in the
nation to ban slate investments
with any connection to terrorist
groups, bringing the SI 2 billion
state portfolio into line with
federal anli-terror guidelines,
he announced Wednesday.
"All Ohioans wish to live in
a peaceful world, free of the
threat of terrorism," begins
the policy drafted by Treasurer
Richard Cordray. "And all surely
agree that public funds should
not be invested in ways thai

promote terrorism."
A new tracking program will
be put in place with the intent
KICHIROSATO

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

"All Ohioans wish
to live in a peaceful
world, free of the
threat of terrorism."
Ricnatd Cordiay | Treasurer

of ridding the slate portfolio
of any terrorist-linked investments within the next 30 days,
and the office then will certify
the portfolio complies with the
policy each quarter.
Cordray, a Democrat elected
in November, said he drafted
the policy after learning stale
investment guidelines didn't
mirror federal ones when it
came to investing money with

Feet-kissing principal
convicted of sex charge

individuals and entities with
terrorist ties.
"We were surprised to see
lhal no policies were in place at
all at the Treasury dealing with
this issue," Cordray said.
Missouri Treasurer Sarah
Steelman, a Republican, first
wrote lo Cordray in January
encouraging him to follow her
slate's decision lo divest from
stocks in companies thai partner with governments in Iran.
Syria. Sudan or North Korea.
"Of course, terror-free
investing is about more than
financial risk," she wrote.
"In my view, this investment
strategy provides an opportunity for those of us far from the
front lines of the war on terrorism lo do our pan."

L0RAIN. Ohio (AP)-A former
principal who kissed the feel ol three male
students lo settle a bet on a volleyball
game has been convicted ol a misdemeanor sex charge.
Robert Holloway resigned Irom St.
Anthony of Padua School in this town
west of Cleveland alter the 14-year-old
students and their parents reported the
foot-kissing lo police in February 2006.
Holloway told authonties he paid each
student $15 and kissed their bare feet 50
times each in the school's library and gym
lo pay off the bet on a student-teacher
volleyball game.

Governor asks for
more campus security
COLUMBUS. Ohio (AP) - Gov Ted
Strickland called for the creation yesterday of a task force on campus secunty in
the wake of the Virginia Tech massacre.

AP PHOTO

TESTIMONY: '• lie Hamish. acting directoc ol Ohm Department of Health, testifies
on rules lor enforcing Otiios workplace
smoking ban April 16 m Columbus during a
|0int committee meeting.

and enclosed areas of nursing
homes.
Ballot language approved
by voters called for private
clubs to also be excluded but
only if they had no employees,
Simpkins said.
lay Carey, a spokesman with
the stale Health Department,
said public health officials had
the authority to sel rules for

enforcement. The department
ultimately decided that VFW
halls and other private clubs
were exempt if they had only
members as employees.

Student subdued after knife pulled on staff
CAHANNA. Ohio (AP) —
Students at two schools were
locked in their classrooms for
about M) minutes Wednesday
while officers subdued a Student
who held a knife in a school
office, police said.
A police officer used a stun
gun to Incapacitate the 18year-old student, who was
then disarmed, said police Lt.
Dan Williams. No injuries were
reported.
School officials in this
Columbus suburb placed
Lincoln High School under
lockdown around 9:45 a.m. after
tile Student entered the front

office With a fixed-blade knife
and made verbal threats toward
himself and general, vague
threats against other students,
Williams said.
Neighboring
Lincoln
Elementary was locked down as
a precaution.
As a staff member in the high
school office was calling 911.
two police officers assigned to
the school happened to arrive
in the office on another matter and subdued the student,
Williams said.
He said use of the stun gun
was appropriate because the
student was holding a knife in

"We have a responsibility to Ohio students, their families and our communities
to use the tragic events at Virginia Tech
as an opportunity to re-examine campus
safety issues in Ohio." Strickland said

close proximity to school staff
members. Williams and the
principal said the student wasn't
threatening the staffers.
Police identified the snidenl
as Jordan Pryce. No charges
were immediately filed.
No phone listing could he
found for Pryce in Gahanna.
There was no answer at a listing in neighboring Clinton
Township.
The lockdown lasted for about
35 minutes and was lifted after il
was determined there was no
basis to the student's threats, the
high school's principal, Mark
White, said in a letter to parents.

Strickland asked Board of Regents
Chancellor Eric Fingerhut to create the
new body, which will be charged with
reviewing college and university safety
plans, coordinating discussion among
institutions and planning their responses
to violent events.
The governor said the goal is lo "make
sure that slate government is offering
the maximum amount ol support to the
schools as well as coordinating with local
efforts"

Oil Change $12.95
Brakes: $39.95
PER AXLE
labor included on
most cars and light trucks

DONT DRINK
AND DRIVE
CALLUS!!!

15% OFF
STUDENT DISCOUNT

LOOKING FOR A NEW PLACE TO LIVE???

UNIVERSITY
VILLAGE
UNIVERSITY
COURTS
Mercer at C/ough
"T'enanL Friendly" Management
24 hr. emergency maintenance
Time-Warner cable service included
in renlals
Central air & heat

• Convenient laundry facilities
> Convenient lo Campus Shuttle Slop
> Short walk to Library. Student Rec
Center and all campus facilities.

UNIVERSITY VILLAGE Quality living in spacious 2 bdrm apts.

Cowboy Troy
"tevel-loly
rolinja Ram
Flynnville Train
UrraeBuckle

337-235-3000
lvvwvw.cauntrucancert.cani

UNIVERSITY COURTS 1&2 bedrooms for mature students.
Quiet and cozy environment. Furnished Available.
Heal & Cable Included
Office Hours: Mon. - Thurs. 9 - 4:30 • Fri. 9 - 4 • Sat. 11-3* Sun. by appt.

(4 H)) 352-01 64
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Softball team extends win streak to 10 games
By Andrew Harner
Reporter

SOFTBALL
Falcons announce
additional game
against Michigan
The BG softball team (25-6)
has announced it will take on
No. 9 Michigan in Ann Arbor

BG's women's softball team (256. 8-2) won its ninth and 10th
straight games by sweeping
Detroit Mercy (9-20) in a 10-2
mercy ruling and a 5-3 nine
inning affair. In the process,
the Falcon hitters eclipsed last
season's single season home
run record.
"We weren't our sharpest by
any means, but we still got two
wins." said BG coach Shannon
Salsburg.
After two singles and a walk,
captain Ashley Zirkle stepped
to the plate in the first inning
with the bases loaded for the

"This is a very special team, and we had no
doubt we could accomplish this goal so it
was nice to be able to contribute."
Ashley Zirkle | BG Softball

first of three times and cleared
the bases with a double giving
BG the lead.
In the third, the Falcons
quickly recorded two outs with
a groundout and a strikeout,
but captain Hayley Wiemer was
not deterred. With her eighth
home run on season, BG broke
the record for home runs in a
season with 30.
"To break the single season

home run record is a great feeling and is a true testament to
our coaching staff," Wiemer
said.
In 2006, it took BG 56 games
to hit 29 home runs. Wiemer's
home run came in the team's
31st game and 26 days earlier
than last year's team.
"I think it's impressive how
quickly we got there," Salsburg
said.

"This is a very special team,
and we had no doubt we could
accomplish this goal so it was
nice to be able to contribute,"
Zirkle said.
UDM's
Kaleigh
Rafter
answered Wiemer's shot with
a two-run home run of her own
to cut the lead to 4-2, but that is
all UDM would score.
Inthc fifth inning, BG brought
on an onslaught, scoring five
runs on just two hits. Carly
Riepenhoff led off the inning
with single and (eanine Baca
followed with a walk. Emmy
Ramsey grounded into a fielder's choice which left runners
See SOFTBALL | Page 14

on Wednesday, April 25. The

NOTABLE NUMBERS

0

errors on
Tuesday

10
32

consecutive
BG wins

home runs
on the

single game is scheduled to
have the first pitch thrown at
5 p.m. The Wolverines hold
a 33-8 record with one of
the eight losses coming at
the hands of Mid-American
Conference member Central
Michigan.

OUR CALL
On the way up
Cavaliers: A win over the
Bucks and a little
help from the Nets
locked Cleveland
into the No. 2 seed, meaning
they'll avoid the Heat in
round one.

On the way down
Bulls: They controlled their
own playoff destiny
but lost, and now
must face-off
against the tougher end of
the East bracket.
IORDAN FLOWER I THE BG NEWS

The List

TEEING OFF: BG's Ryan Shay swings at a pitch in a game yesterday afternoon at Stellar Field against Toledo The Falcons came out on top 6-2 in the non-conlerence game

Last night was the final set of
regular season NBA games,
meaning the month-long
tankfest from the leagues
bottom feeders has come
to an end. So who was the

Finding a turning point

big winner in the quest for
losses? We reveal our top
five:
1. Knkks: Isiah Thomas'
ant farm lost nine of its last

Win over Toledo gives Falcons a
spark heading into weekend

Through tough times, Johnson
holds strong as a pitcher and leader

11 games, including each of
its last five, to finish out the
season at 32-49 and pick up
some extra ping pong balls
in the process.
2. Celtics: In terms of
late season tanking, the
Atlantic Conference is a
powerhouse. Boston dropped
seven straight before picking up a win in its last game
against the Heats' bench.

3. Timberwolves:
Minnesota has lost six
straight in a battle for last
place in the Northwest
Division with Seattle.

By Bill Bordawick
Reporter

There are three phases in a baseball that you have to win a game
— pitching, hitting and defense.
Playing a complete game has troubled the Falcons this year in most
of their losses.
In yesterday's non-conference
game against Toledo, the Falcons
were finally able to put a complete
game together as they beat the
Rockets 6-2 behind the pitching
of Marty Baird, Nick Cantrell and
Richie O'Brien.
"It was good to rebound {after
the previous series against the
Rocketsl," Baird said. "We hit the
ball well today — pitched well,
played good defense. It was good

to come out on top today."
The Rockets jumped out to the
early lead in the top of the third.
Ryan Satterlee started the inning
off with a single up the middle.
Drew Hoisington followed that up
by singling to the right side and
advanced Satterlee to third, lake
Oester plated Satterlee with a sacrifice fly to right field.
The Falcons came right back
and answered in the bottom half
of the inning. Mike Barnard started the rally with a single to center.
Logan Meisler followed that up
by singling to right center and
advanced Barnard to third. Mark
Galvin drove the run home by
reaching on a fielder's choice.
See BASEBALL | Page IS

By Chaysa Hald
Reporter

Leadership and hard work are
attributes that not all college athletes possess.
They may have been the star
player or leader of their high
school team, but many studentathletes are happy just to be able
to say they play Division I sports.
This is not the case with Tyler
Johnson, co-captain of the BGSU
baseball team.
Not only has the fifth-year
senior battled back from multiple
Tommy lohn surgeries after lead-'
ing the Mid-American Conference
in earned run average (2.49) as a
sophomore in 2004, he has been
the rock of a young 2007 Falcon

f!

Tyler
Johnson
Leads the Falcons in
wins. ERA. strikeouts
and innings pitched

baseball squad that has struggled
with inconsistency.
"He's what we call our 'set the
tone' guy. Every time he takes the
mound we have an opportunity
to win," said BG coach Danny
Schmitz. "With our young pitchers, that's a guy they want to watch
and learn from."
lohnson has been the one constant for BG this season, a team
See JOHNSON | Page 14

4. Supersonics:
Seattle's lost eight of nine
and are the second worst
team in the West.

NCAA recommends

Cavaliers slide into No. 2 seed in East

5. Grizzlies: Technically.
Memphis is the Tankfest
2007 winner with a record

closing texting loophole

of 21-60, but at least they're
just so bad they still try when
they lose.

By MlctiMl Marot
The Associated Press

INDIANAPOLIS — Coaches
have spent the last several
years upgrading their gadgets
and learning the new tricks of
recruiting. Now it may be time to
turn back the clock.
The NCAA Division I management council has recommended a ban on all electronically
transmitted correspondence,
including text messages,
between coaches and recruits.
E-mails and faxes would be
exempt from the new rule but
would be limited by current
NCAA guidelines.
Unlike restrictions on
phone calls and i»-person vis-

its, there are no coach limits on
text messaging.
The Board of Directors must
still pass the legislation, and if
approved at its April 26 meeting, the ban would take effect
in August, Typically, the board
passes such recommendations,
but if it's delayed or rejected,
coaches would revert to their
previous policy of no limits.
"I think student-athletes
wanted to see this eliminated
for their own sanity," said Kate
Hickey, the management council's chairwoman whose term is
about to expire. "And to get rid of
some of these bills."
Hickey, an associate athletic
director at Rutgers, expects the
proposal to pass next week.

By Tom Withers
The Associated Press

CLEVELAND — The Cavaliers
handed out more than $500,000
in free goodies to thank their
fans, then flirted with giving
away a crucial game.
LeBron lames scored 24 points
and capped a decisive run to
open the fourth quarter with
one of his powerhouse dunks,
sending Cleveland to a 109-96
win over the Milwaukee Bucks
in its regular-season finale last
night.
The Cavaliers (50-32) pulled
away by outscoring the Bucks
12-3 to open the final period,
giving Cleveland its second
straight 50-win season and more
momentum heading into this
weekend's NBA playoffs.

HUIKOUHCAN
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HITTING THE BOARDS: Cavaliers' Andetson Vareiao (17) pulls down an offensrve

See CAYS | Page 15

*

rebound against Bucks' Ersan llyasova (19) and Cavaliers' Zydrunas llgauskas
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UT point shaving charges dropped
DETROIT (AP)—A federal judge
granted a government request
and dropped bribery charges
yesterday againsl .11 Iniversitj ol
Toledo running back accused ol
participating in a point-shaving
scheme.
I lu- U.S. attorney's office
said the Investigation ol Harvej
McDougle lr. continues and
he ma) lie charged again later.
Prosecutors were running up
againsl a 30-daj deadline 10 pro
ceed against McDougle.
This is jusi a procedural matter," said Gina Balaya, spokes

SOFTBALL
From Page 13
on the corners.
\ Uicnicr walk left I lie bases
loaded foi Allison Vallas who
reached first and scored Bacaon
.1 fielding error, lor the second
lime in the game, Zirkle came in
the plate with the bases loaded,
but this lime she hit a grand
slam to left.
I (ouldn't believe it really
happened," Zirkle said. "But I
was glad I could score everybody
because everyone bad been billing so well."
Hie falcons added cine more
run in the sixth when Zirkle
singled in her final at-bat with
1 lie bases loaded. Emily Gouge
recorded five strikeouts in five

woman for U.S. Attorney Stephen

('lev eland, ()hio, accepted rash, a
ear. a phone and other merchandise from a Michigan gambler
in return for recruiting players
to affect the outcome of Rockets
football and basketball games.
The gambler has not been
charged.
Messages seeking comment
were left yesterday evening for
McDougle's defense lawyer

innings for the win.
Game two started out much
different as hot h teams remained
hit less through the first two
innings, A Susan Sontag home
rim in the third broke the scoreless lie.
HUM tied the game up in the
sixth stringing together three
siraight singles. BC1 had two
base runners in the seventh, but
couldn't bring them home. Both
teams wailed until the ninth to
strike again.
W'iemer was placed on second base at the beginning of the
inning but was quickly put out at
third on a failed sacrifice bunt by
Vallas, A Zirkle double looked as
il 11 was going to score Vallas, but
she was tagged out at the plate.
A hit batter and a single again
loaded bases for the falcons.

A double by Sontag drove in
two runs, and a walk to Lauren
I loffman reloaded the bases for
Baca. On the fourth hit of the
inning. Baca drove in BG's fourth
and fifth runs giving them a
seemingly secure 5-1 lead.
UDM started off their half
with a single that put runners
on the corners, but VViemer then
recorded two quick outs, A pair
of singles followed and cut the
lead to 5-3, but Wiemer got a
ground out to end the game and
get a complete game victory.
"|WDM| has given a lot of
teams some runs," Salsburg said.
"They can hit."
Next up on BG's schedule
is a doubleheader at Eastern
Michigan tomorrow and two
games against Central Michigan
over the weekend.

continues."
According to an I HI affidavit,
McDougle. 22, a senior from East

"Going through my surgeries, it wasn't easy
by any means. It took a lot of commitment

From Page 13

lames Burdick.
"I hope this could be the end
of the line on criminal charges
for Mr. McDougle, but I'm not
holding my breath," Burdick told
the Detroit free Press for a story
posted on its Web site.
McDougle told FBI investigators he received items of value
but never changed the way he
played to affect the outcome of
games, according to a criminal
complaint. The complaint does
not say whether other players'
actions changed game outcomes.

Murphy III. "The investigation

WWW.BGNEWSCOM

that currently sits with a 14-20
record overall and a 2-10 mark
in the MAC.
The right-hander from I'ipp
City, Ohio leads the Falcons
in wins (4), ERA (3.11), strikeouts (351 and innings pitched
(55). Even more impressive
is that lohnson has done all
this despite having sporadic
run support from his offense
(three total runs in three losses, all in MAC play).
For lohnson, who was a
medical red-shirt in 2005
and still recovering from
the Tommy lobn surgeries
last season (19 appearances,
five saves), the success he
has enjoyed this season has
been a result of only one
thing; hard work.
"It's taken a lot of hard work.
Going through my surgeries,
it wasn't easy by any means,"
lohnson said. "It took a lot
of commitment and I had to
want to get back. I wanted
to come back to where I was
(before the surgeries|.
"I'm just happy to be able to
get back and contribute to the
team again."
And not only has lohnson
contributed through his
performance on the mound,
he has provided the senior
leadership that a team with
23 freshmen and sophomores on its roster so desperately needs.

and I had to want to get back. I wanted to
come back to where I was."
. Tyler Johnson | BG Baseball
"His leadership is set mainly
by the way he performs. He's
not necessarily the guy that's
going to lead all the chants,
but when something needs to
be said, he's not afraid to say
it," said fellow senior co-captain Eric Lawson. "He's seen
a lot of college baseball so his
expertise is well-needed with
this team, especially with how
young our guys are this year."
Despite his team's struggles,
lohnson takes the ball with
the attitude that no one will
outwork him.
"You think about it |the
team's struggles], but once
you're out there it doesn't
change how hard you work,"
lohnson said. "I go as hard as
I can go every time and try to
get the win. Things haven't
been going our way. We just
have to keep on working hard
and battling and trying to
turn it around."
I lis work ethic is something
that teammates like his second baseman Lawson can
appreciate.
"When he's on the mound
he's one of those guys you
know is going to give you his
best effort everyday." Lawson

said. "He competes his butt
off and does everything that
you can ask for. From a position player's standpoint, he's
the type of pitcher you want
to play behind."
According to lohnson, the
biggest influence on his life
has been his father, James,
who pitched at the University
of Tennessee. lohnson says he
is the one who laid the foundation for his work ethic.
"My Dad's a huge influence," lohnson said. "Lie's
always been there for me and
taught me pretty much everything I know, ile'll think of
something to get me to do
things the right way, and he's
always pushed me to work

hard."
As for the Falcons, who look
to turn their season around
with 15 MAC games remaining, they will look to lohnson
to continue his success and
lead BG on the mound and in
the dugout.
"He's done very well
— been very professional,"
Schmitz said. "He's a great
young man from a great
family, and we're proud he's
a Falcon that's for sure."
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GREAT LOCATIONS
EFFICIENCIES- at 451 Thurstin across from Offenhauer.
$700 for the summer, deposit $225. One person only
ONE BEDROOMS- Several locations. $785 for the summer,
deposit $225. One person only

BRING IN THIS AD AND SAVE!
Zero Money Down - No Deposit

TWO BEDROOMS-Several locations. $950 for the summer,
deposit $225. Two person limit.
II II I I

.--JOHN

NEWLOVE
J5W S&tate. Inc.

L | | I I I I
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RENT SPECIAL
3 Bedrooms from $895 °° i*""™"' • "•""'"
2 Bedrooms from $735 °° F»««* • «**"

.

PLUS RECEIVE

I1 ■■ ■ • "i

New Living Room Carpet
and,, Washer & Dryer i..i«».pii»wn

319 E. Wooster Street. Bowling Green. OH
Located Across From Taco Bell)
Rentail Office 419-354-2260
Hours Mon. thru Fri. 8:30-5:30 Sat. 8:30-5:00
www jonnnewlovereaieslate com

£D

SignUpToday! (&

GREEN BRIAR, INC.

'We've got a place for everyone!"

i

(419] 352-0717

RANDOM
*"TRUE

3 BDRM APARTMENTS & TOWNHOUSES
♦ INTERNET CREDIT
♦ FREE SUMMER STORAGE
♦ FREE WASHER & DRYER IN ALL HD 3 BDRMS

Spider monkeys

I

like banana daiquiris.
A cat has exactly
17 whiskers

*PLUS*
YOUR CHOICE OF THE FOLLOWING UPON MOVE-IN
$500.00 OFF YOUR FIRST MONTHS RENT
OR
$500.00 BEST BUY GIFT CARD

Breakfast. Lunch &. Dinner All Dayl
Falrvlew Plaza
l039Haskln»lid.
IRI 64 a. Poe Rd.)

Bowling Green OH

** You MUST bring this ad into our office at the time of signing the RESERVATION
AGREEMENT for this promotion to be honored. Gift card will be given on day of move in, either
6/2/07 or 8/16/07 or we will discount your first month rent.

4I9.3S4.9433
7T>w1iit,t!

OK.

We Missed

Slbi-N-KM* Weekend...

LIMITED OCCUPANCY REMAINING!!

?SVC' ".

MECCA
Management Inc.
1045 N. Main St. Bowling Green, OH. 43402 419-353-5800
email: inforameccabg.com

www.meccabg.com
* CERTAIN TERMS & RESTRICTIONS APPLY*

•
•
•
•
•
•

Pregnancy Tests
Counseling
Post Abortion Counseling
Pregnancy Support
Adoption Information
Limited Ultrasounds

• Material Assistance
Reliable information on all options.
Supportive and professional.
Please a/I for an appointment

441 Frazee 419.354.4673
www.bgpc.org
M-Th (10-5). Fri {10-1}
BG shuttle off campus north route or
within walking distance'

SPORTS

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

BASEBALL
From Page 13
"Vfe had some timely hitting
today," said BG coach Danny
Schmitz. "I can't say all the hits
were pretty but we were owed a
few seeing eye-ball hits."
Kurt Wells started off the bottom of the fourth inning with a
walk. Wells advanced to second
after Brian llangbers ground
out to the pitcher. Wells moved
on to third after Derek Spencer
struck out but the pitch got
away. David Borcherdt plated
Wells with a single to center to
give the Falcons a 2-1 lead.
"You got to give BG credit,
they got some big hits when
they needed them," said Toledo
coach Cory Mee. "Really what
it comes down to is pitching,
defense and clutch hitting and
they got the clutch hitting."
Nick Cantreli replaced Baird
to start the fifth inning and was

"You got to give
BG credit, they got
some big hits when
they needed them."
Cory Mee | Toledo Coach

able to continue where Baird left
off. (Cantreli pitched two scoreless innings and was rewarded
for his ability to keep the lead by
the Falcon offense in the bottom
of the sixth.
"I just basically wanted to
hold the fort down and get the
win for Marty," Cantxell said.
Josh Dietz started off the
inning by singling up the middle. Kurt Wells followed that up
with a single through the left side
and Dietz moved to third. Brian
1 langbers and Chris Gacom followed with RBI singles to plate
Dietz and Wells.
Eric Lawson plated both

Services Offered

Hangbers and Gacom with a
one-out single to right field for
two RBIs on the play.
"|On Lawson's hit] that's what
happens when you put the ball
in play," Schmitz said. "Like we
tell the guys 'you put the ball in
play they have to do three things
— catch it, throw it and catch it.
If you don't put it play, they only
have to do one thing and that's
the catcher catching the ball'."
Richie O'Brien was summoned from the bullpen and
was able to get the Palcons
through the final three innings
allowing one run in the top of
the ninth.
The Falcons will continue
their home stand this weekend
as they welcome conference foe
Akron to Stellar Field tomorrow.
"We need to start playing well
at home and start playing well in
the conference,'' Schmitz said.
"We're 2-10 in the conference
and we are definitely a better
team than that."

Personals
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CAVS

THE BG NEWS SUDOKU

From Page 13
They left the confetti-littered
floor of Quicken Loans Arena
not knowing who their opponent
would be in the opening round.
But a little more than an hour
later, New lersey beat Chicago,
giving the Cavaliers the No. 2
seed in the Eastern Conference
and a first-round matchup with
Washington, the seventh seed.
The scenario could not have
worked out better for the Cavs,
who instead of meeting the
defending champion Miami
Heat in Round 1, will now face a
depleted Wizards team missing
stars Gilbert Arenas and Caron
Butler.
Sasha Pavlovic scored 21
points, Donyell Marshall 14
and Anderson Varejao had 12
rebounds for the Cavs, who
crushed the undermanned
Bucks 53-30 on the boards.

Wanted
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419-372-6977
The Bt; News will not knowingly
accept advertisements thai discriminate, or encourage disciimination
against any individual or group on
the basis of race, sex, color, creed,
religion, national origin, sexual orientation, disability, status as a veteran, or on the basis of any other
legally protected status.

Campus Events
BGSU KENYA 5K BENEFIT RUN
Race against AIDS, April 21. 2007
REGISTER TODAY' 419-3780356

City Events

420 SHOW!!!!! BE THERE!!!!!
THE HUGEWORLD PROJECT
Friday, April 20th 18* 10pm
3> HOWARDS 210 N. Main BG OH
Check out tunes and into at
www.hugeworldproiect.com
myspace.com/papajams

iOffe
Sanderson Stables
A Professional Equestrian Facility
& Riding Academy
Lessons. Web Based Distance
Learning. Training, Workbooks.
S Educ. Activities Since 1982
We provide credit &
non-credit courses covering
100. 200 S 300 levels.
Trail riding, contesting and more
Contact us at 419-655-2253 or
www.sandersonstables.com
into@sandersonstables.com

Management Inc.

Renting for
2007/2008
Call 353-S800 or
Visit Us Online at
www.meccabg.com
Have a few places
open NOW

Hillsd.il« Apts.
10S2FairvitwAv*.
1 & 2 bdrrn Apts. or 3 bdrm Twnh
Dishwasher & Garbage Disposal
Washer & Dryers (in 2/3 bdrm
Air Conditioning
Carports & BGSU Bus Shuttle
"Ask about internet discount

ECCA
Trty Aubrey
842/846 Seventh St.
2 Duplexes Left
3 Bedrooms/2 Baths

/CfEfcCA
Evergreen Apts.
215E.PoeRd.
Large 1 or 2 Bedroom
Efficiencies
Laundry on Site
BGSU Bus Route
Only 15 minute walk to campus!

/tfSdCA
Helnult. Apts.
710 -652 N. Enterprise
I & 2 Bedrooms
Washer/Dryer in 2 bdrm
Walking distance to campus!

/fllfcCA
Management Inc.
Stop by the Office
at 1045 N. Main St. or
Check Us Out at
www.meccabg.com
for full listing,
prices, & pictures!

BOOK BUY BACK
At Collegiate Connection
531 Ridge St.
Starting April 26
Radiance Healing In Motion otters
yoga, belly dance, karate. Beg. belly
dance Mon. 5:30pm. Halha slow yoga Tues. 7:00pm, Yogilales Thurs.
7:00pm.Kundalini Sat. 9:30am. Children's Karate Thurs. 4:30pm & Sat.
4:30pm.437 S. Main 419-352-0834.

Let DiBenedetto's
cater your next party.
We have sub trays, party subs.
pasta & green salads.
Iresh baked cookies.

352-4663

Wanted

Personals

Make up to $75 per online survey:
www.CashToSpend.com.

BOOK BUY BACK
At Collegiate Connection
531 Ridge St.
Starting April 26

Subleaser needed May 15 -August
15 at Enclave I apts. Fully furnished
Iree laundry. $344/mo ♦ util. 614596-5531 ortmh1018@gmail.com

CAMPUS POLLYEYES
LASAGNA DINNER

Subleaser needed. May - Aug. 07.
University Village. $315 mo. plus
electric Cable included Contact
Lauren 419-304-9485

$5.50
352-9638

Subleaser wanted immediately thru
Aug. 15. Partially turn., bedroom
$250 mo. 419-551-1693.
Subleaser wanted. May 07-Aug08.
Copper Beech Townhomes, sep.
Balhrm includes WD. cable & inter
net. $309 mo. plus elec Contact Leslie 419-356-8889.
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SUDOKU
To play: Complete the grid

Classified Ads

1

9
7

so that every row, column
and every 3x3 box contains
the digits 1 to 9,There is no
guessing or math involved.
Just use logic to solve.
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Help Wanted
Babysitter needed. 1 day per week,
summer. Lifeguard skills a plus. Relerences. 419-874-0364.
Childcare tor 11 year old boy. Mon.
through Fri.. in BG. Transportation
necessary. 419-981-2745.
Cleaning & misc. help needed.
Pan-time starting 5/7/07.
419-353-0325

Create and solve your
Sudoku puzzles for FREE.

PRIZESUDOKUCOM
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Help Wanted
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brought to you by

1

'BARTENDING up lo $300 day No
exp. necessary. Training provided

130 Liberty Street. 1 bedroom
$475 00. Newly remodeled
Quiet Location
Highland Management

Buy - Sell I Trade Rent
New Or Used
DVD's Video Games '
Game Systems And More
wvyw.ubaoa.cwm 419-494-1588

Call 800 965-6520 e«l 174
College Pro is now hiring painters 10
work outside with other students.
Earn $3000-5000 Advancement op
portunities 1 -888-277-9787 or
www coiiegepro com

07 - 08 School Year
1.2 S 3 bedroom apts. available
For more into call 419-354-9740.
1 & 3 bdrm. apts. on Manville by
Water Tower Available May & Aug
419-352-5239

Painters Needed!! Experience req.
Contact Justin 419-215-4949.$9 hr
BG Toledo area. Not College Pro.

1 bdrm avail in Enclave 1. Fully furnished, free internet, willing to discount rent. Call: 419-376-0270.

Sleep away summer camp lor inner
city youth now hiring Apply online
at
www.bgctoledo org

1 bdrm near city park. $515 per mo.
mcl heat & water cathedral ceilings,
very nice, no petsl $300 dep. + 1st
& last month's rent 419-494-1722.

Uraku Japanese Restaurant
Now hiring servers and cooks.

419-352-7070

1 bdrm. $400 mo plus elec. & dep
9 S 12 mo leases available No pels
854 8th St 419 392 3354
1 bdrm. apt. across from campus.
Available May 07. 1 yr lease.
$350 mo. 8 utilities.
Call 419-897-5997

4 bdrm unfurn house 1st block of
Manville Redecorated May 06,
available May 07. 419-352-5239
414 S. Summit St.
$885 00 w/ garage & W/D
2* bedroom house
Great Location
Highalnd Management
419-354-6036
4185 S. Summit Street
2 bedroom $650.00
w< garage S W/D.
Great Location
Highland Management
419-354-6036.

f 709 5th Street ^
APARTMENTS

Enclave II waives $75 app fee by
signing over my 12 mo. May to May
lease. Call ASAP 419-307-0087.

Ipooi^'
Vk Blocks From Campus
Move in during May or June
and get 2 Months Free!*
Move in after that and get

BUT [3]
2 Bdrm., 2 Full Bath, C/A
Shuttle stop across the street
5525/month Full Year Lease
For Rental Information:
Contact Jack at

1 800 829-8638
^
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Remaining
Alpha follower
Snapshot
Laptop image
Dictator Idi
Brief summation
Start of Evan Esar quote
Conclude
Take into custody
Light gas
Mentalist Geller
Makes joyous
Part 2 of quote
Mimicked
Stitched together
Open spot
Staircase post
Muscle spasm
English dynasty
Special edition
Banned orchard spray
Male sheep
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Voir Newspaper
Share your insight creativity,
ideas and opinions with the
Campus Community
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(419) 352-4663
•delivery iviilabltHours: llim - 9pm Monday- Saturday
Delivery Ham 9pm Monday - Saturday

PASTA & SUBS

For Rent

For Rent

For Rent

812 Third St. 2 story, 3 bdrm. 1
bath $840 a mo *util 5 blocks from
campus. Private, fenced in backyard. Coin W/D. Very clean. Avail.
May 15. Call Phil 419-392-2812.

Apts & Houses 07 -08
419-353-8206
wwwfiterentals.com

Newly remodeled house. 4-5 bdrm.,
2 bath, close to dntown. & campus.
May . lease. $1500 mo plus utiities.
419-340-2500

For summer/fall lease. 3 students to
share 3 bed, 2 bath condo in residential area, on west side of town.
$340 ea.'mo. plus util. Respond to
372-7373 or judyjac@bgsu.edu.
Highland Management
1 & 2 bedroom apart.

354-6036
May 07- Aug. 08 lease
www.bghighlandmgmt.com

Houses/Apts lor 07-08 school year
12 month leases only
S. Smith Contracting, LLC
•419-352-8917 - 532 Manville Ave
Office open 10 - 2 M - F
www.bgapartments.com
Quiet tenants preferred
Looking for summer female sublsr.
May 31-Aug. 14. dates neg $250
per mo. 3 bdrm. townhse, W/D, spacious Ivg. area 440-785-8606.

• Cairols Corporation, the largest Burger
King Franchisee in the world is currently
seeking Hourly Managers for our Burger

1 Month Freer
1 Bedroom & Studios Available
C A, Pets Welcome
On Site Laundry
Private Entrance/Patio
Short Term Lease. Avail

Management ('eligibility requirements).
II you possess food and some management

Quiet location. Laundry on Site
A,vw Ughig'i jndn-gmt con:
Highland Management

419-354-6036
The Homestead
1 bedroom w/ study & 2 bedroom
$685-$600 washer & dryer on site
Extra storage in basement
Close to downtown
Highland Management

experience, please apply at any one of
our Bowling Green locations or contact
Frank Griswold at 800-348-1074 ext. 3543

EHC

accepting applications for

Summer a Fall
2007 Staffs
•Reporters
• Web Staff
1
• Staff Editors
• Videographers
•OpinionColumnists •On-lineMedia
•Photographers
Assistants
•Graphic Designers
•Com Editors
J
• Applications are available in 210 or
204 West Hall.
• Interviews will begin week of April 25.
Return completed application and please
sign up for an interview time at 210 West Hall.
Questions or further information? Contact The BG News
at thenews@bgnews.com

Subleaser needed. 149 Manville.
May thru August.
Call for more info. 419-351-6152

$395.00 - $450.00

Kings in Bowling Green, Ohio. We offer

The BG News is now

Sublease May lo August
Enclave I. $250 per month
614-316-7584

The Highlands
1 bedroom apartments

a competitive wage, flexible schedule,
meal discounts, insurance*, vacation*
and advancement opportunity to Salaried

419-352 7691

Private entry 1 bdrm. S studio
As low as $365
419-3520590

Summer lease w' option to extend
Female only. 1 bed w. private bath
in 4 bdrm. furn. apt. W/D in apt. Pool
weight rm. & more. 1/2 off 1st mo's.
rent $350 plus util 330-284-4243

419-354-6036

1-2-3 Bedroom Apartments

From Only $490!
On selected floor plans
• Ground floor ranch
•
•
•
•

Private entrance
Patio
Spacious kitchen
Pets welcome!

HomeDitylce

-FREE HEA1
v*mn r SQUAW

BG

'■

Are you looking for an apartment
this summer? Call 614-551-2772.

Buckeye Self Storage
We have summer leases. Near campus, many sizes. Open 24 hrs. Don't
make extra work, leave your things
here. Call to reserve. 352-1520.

1457 Scott Hamilton. 4 bdrm. Need
2-4 subleasers from Aug. 07-Aug.
08. Call 419-276-8843.

or Steve at
(419)352-1150

LH" 1"" 1
w

525 N. Prospect-3 bdrm., 2 bath. 2
car garage. $1000'M Avail, in May.
439 N. Main 5 bdrm. 2 bath, whole
house. $1500/M Avail, in Aug.
721 Fourth. 3 bdrm 2 bath, townhse
$800<M Avail in Aug 419-353-0494

Available August 15. 2007. 3 bdrm.
house. 227 E Reed, $1000 per mo.
1 bdrm. apts. $300 & $350 per mo.
Year lease req. All close to BGSU
Call 419-308-2458

12 month leases starting May 2007
818 2nd St. -2 BR Apts
$500 * gas'elec
1026Klotz - 3BRHome
$750 . util
Smith Apt. Rentals
419-352-8917

SOUTH
SIDE

'

'

■'■

S3
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1432 E. Wooitor, B6

1 sublsr. needed in a 3 brm, 2 bath
apt. $250'mo tutil/9mo. 5 min walk
to campus, fully furn. 513-236-8162

j

3 bdrm apt recently remodeled,
small pets allowed for 2007-2008
sch. yr. Please call 419-308-3525.

V

14

2 subleasers needed for 2 bdrm apt.
May-Aug Very spacious. W'D. $290
per person plus util 419-217-7755.

5 bedroom house avail, for summer
May 15th to Aug. 5th.
Call 419-494-8208

1 or 2 female subleasers needed
The Enclave II Apts Fully furn.. 4
bdrms., 4 bathrms.. tree laundry.
Rent $350 mo. plus util. Willing to
negotiate Contact Megan 419-3089228 or Deidre 330-730-0596.

Gyros

■

LH u

2 bedroom house Close to campus.
Avail. June 1st. Call: 419-376-3399.

3 bdrm house. $800 plus utils. Avail
8/16 Sm pet allowed. 404 S. College 419.352 4850 & 419.352 6948

LooKmg lor student teacher to choreograph a quincenita. Latin hip hop
routines Call 419 308-7101

Toledo Area
Advertising Sales Position
Sell lor The BG News
Must be personable, detail oriented,
have own transportation, tlexible
hours Apply in person S pick up application at 204 West Hall.

LB
.»
■

"07-08 Rental 1 S 2 bdrm apts 303
E Merry 6 bdrm 3 liv UP TO 8 All
next to campus. $5 Web.Call 419353-0325 9am-9pm listing 247 @
316 E. Merry 3 All close to dntn. ♦
more updates (ffiCARTYRENTALS.
COM

The BG News
Advertising Sales Position
Fall 07 Spring 08
Must be personable, detail oriented
have own transportation, flexible
hours. Apply in person & pick up application at 204 West Hall.
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Existence
Coll. course
Victuals
Blast letters
■11 1
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10 Salon tint
11 Band of eight
12 Lake in the Sierra
37 Rooster's pride
Nevada
38 Scottish Gaelic
13 Makes the first bet
40 Grassy plot
-. I
18 Golf standards
45 Cultivated
19 Plant part
48 Cross inscription
S4
23 Cow feature
49 Actor Rhames
VJ
25 For fear that
50 Cha-cha's cousin
■'
26 Rational
51 Blackboard marker
|(tt
27 Summit
52 Lining wood
28 Salamander
53 Lab 101 cell
H
29 Prenatal
57 Greek letters
30 Fabric with diagonal
58 Craving
ribs
59 Number of innings
31 Early Peruvian
60 SST sound
35 Blender setting
61 Crawled, in a way
36 Hebrew month
62 AD word
64 Old draft org.
47 Part 3 of quote
65 Recombinant letters
50 Donal of "The Dead"
54 Rebuke of disgust
55 Attention getter
56 Check, as horses
60 Baden-Powell's org.
63 End of quote
ANSWERS
66 Spills the beans
67 Complexion blemish
68 Sentence subject
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2 bdrm apt. 4th St $525 month »
utilities Available August 7. & for
(all. Call 419-409-1110.

For Rent

Our Perrysburg tirm has part-time
m-house positions available You
will proofread and edit shop reports
that mystery shoppers submit on
line. Complete training provided.
Computer experience and grammar
skills required. Hours and days are
tlexible. Mon-Sun: 9 am -5 p.m. Interested candidates please bring a
resume and apply in person at Intellishop - 801 W South Boundary
(43551) Please reler to www.inlellishop.com tor company into.

u

419-354-6036

'

■

■

2 bdrm apt furn & unfurn.
1 bdrm apt for grad student
419-352-3445 or 419-308-1287.

CASH FOR BOOKS
At Collegiate Connection
531 Ridge St.
Starting April 26

Earn $2500* monthly and more
to type simple ads online
www DataAdEntry com

Every ;•/"
Thursday

The Daily Crossword Fix

For Rent

For Sale

N

CT

t

VARSITY SQUARE
apartments
419-353-7715 t-J

Toledo/Northwest Ohio Area
I-2 Days per week during school
Full Time during summer break
www.homecitylce.coin
NO EXPERIENCE NEEDED • WILL TRAIN

1800 899-8070

fie, apart of^orKefoiw

BIG'
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If you are ready to step up In your career and the desire to be

part of a successful company which has been in business for
over 40 years, we want to talk to YOU! We are Carrols Corporation,
the largest Burger King Franchisee of Burger King Restaurants in
the world. We currently have Assistant Manager positions available
in the Bowling Green, Ohio area.
InterntM caMiMt. thould poueu strong lejdeuhip stilli and hm it lusT? iurs ol manate
menl eipet*n« Canois alton It* loliowni| tanetits MadKal. Dwital, Vnioai. 40IH Ule Insurance.
Disability. Tuition Reimburuwent. Vacation and Bonus just to name a tew K rou ant interested,
tar rout resume lo 419 89' 0935 or contact Mar* ftomsladt at 800-348-1074 est 37*4

